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Abstract
We discuss the impact of the observation of neutrinoless double beta decay on the
washout of lepton number in the early universe. Neutrinoless double beta decay can be
triggered by a large number of mechanisms that can be encoded in terms of Standard
Model effective operators which violate lepton number by two units. We calculate
the contribution of such operators to the rate of neutrinoless double beta decay and
correlate it with the washout of lepton number induced by the same operators in
the early universe. We find that the observation of a non-standard contribution to
neutrinoless double beta decay, i.e. not induced by the standard mass mechanism of
light neutrino exchange, would correspond to an efficient washout of lepton number
above the electroweak scale for many operators up to mass dimension 11. Combined
with Standard Model sphaleron transitions, this would render many baryogenesis
mechanisms at higher scales ineffective.
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1 Introduction
The dynamics of the Standard Model (SM) is determined by its gauge symmetry and chiral
structure. Not only does the group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y explain the interactions we
observe in nature, its breaking also provides masses to the charged fermions via the Higgs
mechanism. The discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2]
has put us into the position to probe and verify this mass mechanism in the SM.
Yet, neutrinos continue to evade our understanding. Being only left-handed, neutrinos
cannot acquire a so-called Dirac mass like the other SM fermions. Neutrino oscillation
experiments [3] have clearly shown though that at least two of the three known neutrinos
have masses. While oscillations cannot probe the absolute masses of neutrinos, they point
to mass scales of order 10−2 eV to 5× 10−2 eV corresponding to the solar and atmospheric
oscillation lengths, respectively. On the other hand, cosmological observations set an upper
limit on the sum of all active neutrino masses Σmν . 0.15 eV [4], assuming the standard
cosmological model and depending on the observational data considered. Nevertheless,
one can say that the masses of two of the neutrinos have been determined to be in the
range ≈ 0.01 – 1 eV, but a precise measurement of the absolute neutrino mass scale, e.g.
represented by the lightest neutrino mass, is still outstanding.
Neutrino masses could be of Dirac type, but this requires the existence of a new
‘right-handed’ neutrino field νR and tiny Yukawa couplings . 10−12. Such small couplings
look rather unnatural (although the next-smallest Yukawa coupling, that of the electron,
is also rather small ≈ 10−6), but this scenario is perfectly acceptable from a theoretical
point of view. On the other hand, because the right-handed neutrinos would be completely
sterile in the SM, it is theoretically possible for them to acquire a so-called Majorana mass
M of the form Mν¯LCν¯
T
L ; in fact, such a mass would be expected to exist because it is not
forbidden by the SM gauge symmetry; instead, it violates lepton number L (an accidental
symmetry in the SM) by two units, ∆L = 2. As a bare Majorana mass, M is unrelated to
SM physics and especially to the electroweak (EW) breaking scale mEW ≈ 100 GeV. It is
thus generically expected to be of the order of a large new physics scale ΛL ≈M associated
with the breaking of the lepton number L symmetry. Together with the Yukawa couplings
between left and right-handed neutrinos, this will induce an effective dimension-5 operator,
Λ−1L (LLHH) [5], where L and H represent the SU(2)L doublets of the left-handed lepton
and the Higgs fields, respectively. After EW symmetry breaking, this generates a small
effective Majorana mass mν ∼ m2EW/ΛL for the dominantly active neutrinos. This is of
course the famous seesaw mechanism [6–10], with an L breaking scale naturally of the order
ΛL ≈ 1014 GeV to achieve the light neutrino masses mν ≈ 0.1 eV.
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While certainly the most prominent case, the above scenario is just one example of
how the effective L-violating Weinberg operator and thus a Majorana mass for the active
neutrinos can be generated; at the tree level there are two further generic ways, via triplet
scalars and fermions, respectively, and there are numerous other ways at higher loop order
and when allowing higher-dimensional effective interactions beyond the Weinberg operator.
What these models have in common is that in order to generate light Majorana masses
for the active neutrinos, L needs to be broken. This symmetry, along with baryon number
B symmetry, is accidentally conserved in the SM at the perturbative level. Weak non-
perturbative instanton and sphaleron effects through the chiral Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly
[11,12] do in fact violate baryon and lepton number but only in the combination (B+L) [13].
The ‘orthogonal’ combination (B−L) remains conserved and thus lepton number violation
(LNV), or more generally (B−L) violation, along with the generation of Majorana neutrino
masses requires the presence of New Physics beyond the SM (BSM).
In this context, a clear hint for physics beyond the SM is the observation of a baryon
asymmetry of our Universe, quantified in terms of the baryon-to-photon number density [14]
ηobsB = (6.20± 0.15)× 10−10. (1)
In order to generate a baryon asymmetry the three Sakharov conditions have to be fulfilled,
namely (1) B violation, (2) C and CP violation and (3) out-of-equilibrium dynamics. Dif-
ferent mechanisms and models exist which exhibit these conditions. One popular scenario
is baryogenesis via leptogenesis (LG) [15]. In the standard ‘vanilla’ scenario, a right-handed
heavy neutrino decays out of equilibrium via a lepton number and CP violating decay. As
long as this happens before the EW phase transition, the lepton asymmetry is translated
into a baryon asymmetry via sphaleron processes.
While the violation of B −L is a crucial ingredient, e.g. in the leptogenesis scenario,
in order to satisfy the third Sakharov condition, any LNV interactions must not be too
efficient. Otherwise they remove the lepton number asymmetry and, due to the presence
of sphaleron transitions in the SM, also the baryon number asymmetry before it is frozen
in at the EW breaking scale. The search for LNV processes, with neutrinoless double
beta (0νββ) as the most prominent example, therefore provides a potential pathway to
probe or rather falsify certain baryogenesis scenarios, if the lepton number washout in the
early universe can be correlated with the LNV process rate. In this paper, we take such
an approach in a model-independent fashion and study SM invariant operators of mass
dimension 5, 7, 9 and 11 that violate lepton number by two units. We correlate their
contribution to 0νββ, either at tree level or induced by radiative effects, with the lepton
number washout in the early universe. Assuming the observation of 0νββ decay, where we
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take the expected sensitivity of T 0νββ1/2 ≈ 1027 y of future 0νββ experiments, we determine
the temperature range where the corresponding lepton number washout is effective.
After the discovery of the sphaleron transitions, the constraint on LNV operators
from the requirement to protect the observed baryon asymmetry was soon realized [16],
with the Weinberg operator as the most prominent example [16–22]. More generic non-
renormalizable operators were discussed in [19, 20] while the argument can also be ex-
tended to baryon number violating ∆B = 2 operators inducing neutron-antineutron os-
cillations [23, 24]. More recently, we have shown in [25] that searches for resonant LNV
processes at the LHC can be used to infer strong lepton number washout and in [26, 27]
we have demonstrated the principle to correlate the washout rate with non-standard 0νββ
contributions. In this paper we discuss the latter approach in more detail and extend the
analysis to more than the four example operators previously analyzed. Clearly, more strin-
gent constraints on the scale of baryogenesis can be derived in specific models. For example,
in left-right symmetric scenarios, the gauge interaction felt by the right-handed neutrinos
inducing leptogenesis will lead to a more rapid equilibration and thus strong constraints
on the left-right breaking scale [28, 29]. A similar effect occurs in U(1)B−L models where
additional Yukawa couplings can washout the lepton asymmetry [30].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss basic properties of 0νββ.
Section 3 provides a list of effective SM invariant operators up to dimension 11 that violate
lepton number by two units. These form the basis of the subsequent discussion, which first
deals with contributions to 0νββ from such effective operators in Section 4. It describes an
algorithm we employ to estimate the radiative generation of operators that trigger 0νββ
decay. Section 5 then describes the washout of lepton number in the early Universe by an
effective operator. In Section 6 we correlate the washout with 0νββ decay, and determine
the temperature range in the thermal history where a given operator effectively washes out
lepton number under the assumption that it triggers 0νββ decay at an observable rate. We
discuss the results and comment on potential caveats in Section 7.
2 Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
The search for 0νββ decay, i.e. the decay of an even-even nucleus emitting two electrons, is
the most sensitive tool for probing Majorana neutrino masses. For example, the currently
most stringent lower limit on the decay half life T1/2 is derived using the Xenon isotope
136
54Xe,
TXe1/2 ≡ T1/2
(
136
54Xe→ 13656Ba + e−e−
)
& 1026 y. (2)
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Figure 1: Contributions to 0νββ from effective higher-dimensional LNV operators: (a)
5-dim Weinberg operator (standard mass mechanism), (b) 7-dim operator leading to long–
range contribution, (c, d) 9-dim and 11-dim operators leading to short–range contributions.
However, while this so-called mass mechanism is certainly the best known that triggers
the decay, Majorana neutrino masses are not the only element of BSM physics which can
induce it. Other mechanisms of 0νββ decay where the LNV does not directly originate
from Majorana neutrino masses but rather due to LNV masses or couplings of new particles
appearing in various possible extensions of the SM. While the same couplings will also
induce Majorana neutrino masses, due to the Schechter-Valle black box argument [31],
the 0νββ decay half life will not yield direct information about the neutrino mass. We
rather consider the 0νββ decay rate by expressing the new physics contributions in terms
of effective low-energy operators [32,33].
The nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) of the nuclear transition and their uncertain-
ties are notoriously difficult to calculate and limits derived from 0νββ decay are affected.
Despite efforts devoted to the improvement of the nuclear modelling, the latest matrix
elements obtained using various approaches differ in many cases by factors of ∼(2 − 3).
Experimentally, the most stringent bounds on 0νββ decay are currently from 76Ge [34] and
136Xe [35]. The results presented below are adapted from [36], using the recent results in
76Ge of TGe1/2 ≥ 5.3×1025 y and in 136Xe of TXe1/2 ≥ 1.07×1026 y at 90% confidence level (CL).
Planned future experiments searching for 0νββ decay are expected to reach sensitivities
of the order of T1/2 ≈ 1027 y. For example, the recent comparative analysis [37] quotes a
discovery sensitivity at 3σ of TXe1/2 = 4.1 × 1027 y for the planned nEXO experiment [38].
For definiteness, we will use a prospective sensitivity of
TXe1/2 = 10
27 y, (3)
in 136Xe for our analysis. As we will outline below, our results are not very sensitive to the
exact value of T1/2, the isotope or the specific nuclear matrix elements.
As a basis of our subsequent discussion, we provide a brief overview of the possible
effective contact interactions at the Fermi scale mF ≈ 100 MeV at which 0νββ decay
occurs. These are likewise triggered by effective SM invariant operators violating ∆L = 2
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of dimension 5, 7, 9, 11, etc., which we will discuss in the next section. Fig. 1 shows
the contribution of such operators schematically. For more details on the effective 0νββ
interaction, see for example the review [36] and references therein. General up-to-date
reviews of 0νββ decay and associated physics can be found in [39], while a more specific
recent review on 0νββ NMEs is available in [40].
Standard Mass Mechanism Before discussing the exotic contributions of our interest,
we remind the reader that the mass mechanism of 0νββ decay is sensitive to the effective
Majorana neutrino mass
mν =
3∑
j=1
U2ejmνj ≡ mee, (4)
where the sum runs over all active light neutrinos with masses mνj , weighted by the square
of the charged-current leptonic mixing matrix U .1 This quantity is equal to the (ee) entry
of the Majorana neutrino mass matrix. The inverse 0νββ decay half life in a given isotope
is then given by
T−11/2 =
∣∣∣∣mνme
∣∣∣∣2G0|Mν |2, (5)
where G0 is the nuclear phase space factor and |Mν | the corresponding NME. The effective
Majorana neutrino mass is normalized with respect to the electron mass me to yield a
small dimensionless parameter ν = mν/me, comparable between different contributions.
The current experimental results lead to a limitmν . 0.06−0.17 eV [35] with an uncertainty
due to the nuclear matrix elements. Future experiments will aim to probe mν ≈ 0.02 eV.
Additional Long-Range Contributions to 0νββ decay involve two vertices with the
exchange of a light neutrino in between, cf. Fig. 1 (b). The general Lagrangian can be
written in terms of effective couplings αβ [32],
L = GF√
2
(
jµV−AJ
†
V−A,µ +
∑
α,β
βαjβJ
†
α
)
, (6)
where jβ = e¯Oβν and J†α = u¯Oαd are the leptonic and hadronic currents, respectively.
The sum runs over all possible Lorentz-invariant combinations with right-handed leptonic
1In this work we explicitly assume the particle content of the SM and we do not consider the presence
of light (. 100 GeV), sterile neutrinos. Sterile neutrinos heavier than the electroweak scale are implicitly
taken into account through their impact on the effective operators considered later.
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|| × 108 ν V+AV−A V+AV+A S+PS±P TRTR 1 2 a3 b3 4 5
76Ge 41 0.21 37 0.66 0.07 19 0.11 1.30 0.83 0.90 9.0
76Xe 26 0.11 22 0.26 0.03 10 0.05 0.43 0.66 0.46 4.6
Table 1: Upper limits on effective 0νββ interactions (in units of 10−8) from the current
experimental bounds TGe1/2 & 5.3× 1025 y and TXe1/2 & 1.07× 1026 y. Only one  is assumed
to be present at a time. The coupling ν = mν/me is due to the standard mechanism with
the corresponding limits on the effective 0νββ mass of 0.21 eV (Ge) and 0.13 eV (Xe). For
the short-range interaction 3, the limit depends on the chirality of the hadronic currents:
a3 (hadronic currents have same chirality), 
b
3 (hadronic currents have opposite chirality).
Table adapted from [36].
currents where the standard case α = β = (V − A) discussed above is shown separately.
All currents are conventionally scaled relative to the strength of the ordinary (V − A)
interaction, GF , via the dimensionless  factors. The operators Oα in Eq. (6) are OV±A =
γµ(1± γ5), OS±P = (1± γ5) and OTR|L = i2 [γµ, γν ](1± γ5).
Short–Range Contributions to 0νββ decay involve a single effective contact interac-
tion of dimension-9, cf. Fig.1 (c,d). The possible operators are [33]
L = G
2
F
2mp
(1JJj + 2J
µνJµνj + 3J
µJµj + 4J
µJµνj
ν + 5J
µJjµ) , (7)
with the hadronic currents J = u(1 ± γ5)d, Jµ = uγµ(1 ± γ5)d, Jµν = u i2 [γµ, γν ](1 ± γ5)d
and the leptonic currents j = e(1 ± γ5)eC , jµ = eγµ(1 ± γ5)eC . The operators are scaled
with respect to a point-like, double beta decay-like interaction with the proton mass mp.
In our subsequent analysis, the different non-standard operators, either long-range
or short-range, originate from SM invariant LNV operators, themselves understood to be
generated in a specific BSM scenario. Considering one operator with associated βα at a
time, the inverse 0νββ half life can be expressed as
T−11/2 = |βα|2G0k|Mαβ|2, (8)
analogous to the standard case, where G0k denotes the corresponding nuclear phase space
factors and |Mαβ| the nuclear matrix elements, which depend both on the isotope as well
the operator in question. Using the approach of [36], the current limits on the effective
0νββ interaction are shown in Tab. 12.
2Compared to [36], we omit the interaction TRTL , which was shown to vanish [41].
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Having in mind the generation of the above long-range and short-range 0νββ inter-
actions from effective SM gauge-invariant LNV operators and ultimately from new physics
where lepton number is broken at a high scale ΛLNV, we neglect several effects. A complete
scheme would include the QCD running and consequently generation of color-mismatched
operators [42–45]. At the QCD scale, operators should be matched to a chiral effective field
theory [46] and pion-induced transitions can in fact be dominant for short-range interac-
tions, compared to the usually considered four-nucleon transitions. As already mentioned,
the matrix elements calculated in nuclear structure theories continue to have large un-
certainties. Despite the importance of such effects, we do not anticipate that our results
depend on them strongly. This is because the underlying SM invariant operators that we
consider are of dimension D = 7, 9, 11, and thus the uncertainty in the nuclear matrix
element only enters as the third root for D = 7 when relating the 0νββ half life with the
operator scale, ΛD=7LNV ∝ 1/ 6
√
T1/2 ∝ 3
√|M |, and even weaker for the higher-dimensional
operators.
3 Survey of LNV operators
So far the most exhaustive (but by no means complete) list of SM effective operators
violating lepton number by two units has been published in [47], based on an initial enu-
meration in [48]. In [26] we studied four different operators contributing at tree-level to
0νββ decay. In the following we will extend our discussion to all ∆L = 2 operators up to
dimension-9 and a representative fraction of dimension-11 operators. Most of the operators
will not contribute directly at tree-level, but at various loop levels. Our goal is to study the
contribution of all these operators to the effective 0νββ interactions, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The list of ∆L = 2 SM effective operators we are using is largely based on [47]. In
order to convince ourselves we are not missing important operators, we generate ∆L = 2
operator patterns using the Hilbert Series method [49, 50]. This top-to-bottom approach
to effective field theories is able to provide all possible independent operator patterns (i.e.
solely the field content of particular operators, not the structure of contractions) that can
be formed using a specified particle content respecting given symmetries. This ensures that
we capture all possible types of ∆L = 2 operators involving SM fermions and the Higgs. As
in [47], we omit operators involving gauge fields and derivatives and we are interested just
in the possible SU(2) contractions, which means we do not take into account all the possible
Lorentz and SU(3) structures. In general, we specify the effective operators considering
just a single generation of fermions. The resulting sets of operators of dimensions 7, 9 and
11 are listed in Tabs. 3, 4 and 5, respectively, in addition to single Weinberg operator of
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Leptons Quarks Higgs Boson
Label Rep Label Rep Label Rep
L =
(
νL
eL
) (
1, 2,−1
2
)
Q =
(
uL
dL
) (
3, 2, 1
6
)
H =
(
h+
h0
) (
1, 2, 1
2
)
ec (1, 1, 1)
uc
(
3¯, 1,−2
3
)
dc
(
3¯, 1, 1
3
)
Table 2: Notation used to label the corresponding representations of the fermions and the
Higgs field of the SM given in the form (SU(3)c, SU(2)L, U(1)Y ).
dimension-5 in Eq. 11. Therefore, all the interactions we consider can be schematically
summarized in a Lagrangian
L = LSM + 1
Λ5
O5 +
∑
i
1
Λ37i
Oi7 +
∑
i
1
Λ59i
Oi9 +
∑
i
1
Λ711i
Oi11, (9)
where LSM stands for the SM Lagrangian, O5 is the unique Weinberg operator of dimension-
5 suppressed by the corresponding typical energy scale Λ5 andOiD are the other SM effective
operators of higher dimensions D = 7, 9, 11 suppressed by ΛD−4Di . All the effective scales
ΛDi subsume any mass scales and couplings of an underlying UV-complete theory. In our
calculations we will always consider just a single effective operator in addition to the SM
Lagrangian at a time.
The notation used for the particle fields is summarized in Tab. 2, where all the
listed fermions are left-handed 2-component Weyl spinors. The right-handed hermitian
conjugates are denoted by a bar, e.g. the conjugate partner for the electron singlet ec reads
e¯c. The 2-component Weyl spinors used in this section are related to the 4-component
spinors used e.g. in Eqs. (6) and (7) as
ν =
(
νL
ν¯L
)
, e =
(
eL
e¯c
)
, u =
(
uL
u¯c
)
, d =
(
dL
d¯c
)
, (10)
where e, u, d are Dirac spinors, while ν is a Majorana spinor.
3.1 Dimension 5
At dimension-5, there is a single ∆L = 2 operator (modulo generations). The Hilbert series
confirms this and reads
H∆L=25 = L2H2 + h.c.. (11)
9
O Operator mν LR LR
1H
2
LiLjHkH lH
t
Htikjl
v2
Λ f
(
v
Λ
) − −
2 LiLjLkecH lijkl
ye
16pi2
v2
Λ − −
3a L
iLjQkdcH lijkl
ydg
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
TRTR
3b L
iLjQkdcH likjl
yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
S+PS+P
4a L
iLjQiu¯
cHkjk
yu
16pi2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
4†b L
iLjQk u¯
cH k ij
yug2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
8 Lie¯cu¯cdcHjij
yexe ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
2V+AV+A
Table 3: Effective ∆L = 2 SM operators at dimension 7. Dominant contributions to 0νββ
decay via the effective neutrino mass (mν) and long-range (LR) mechanisms are shown.
The 0νββ long-range interaction excited by a particular operator is denoted in column LR.
The notation of the contributions is explained in Sec. 4.3.
As noted, the Hilbert series method does not provide the actual Lorentz and gauge con-
tractions involved in an operator. It is merely a polynomial in the given fields. The above
of course corresponds to the unique Weinberg operator
O1 = LiLjHkH likjl, (12)
generating light Majorana neutrino masses after EW symmetry breaking and thus con-
tributing to 0νββ decay through the effective 0νββ mass of the order mν =
v2
Λ5
, where
v = 176 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV).
3.2 Dimension 7
At dimension-7, the Hilbert series of ∆L = 2 operator terms reads
H∆L=27 = de¯cHLu¯c + 2dcHL2Q+ ecHL3 +H3H¯L2 +HL2Q†u¯c + h.c.. (13)
The integer coefficient in front of the term dcHL2Q indicates the multiplicity of the given
pattern, which means there are two independent ways how to contract the fields so that the
resulting operator is both Lorentz- and SM-invariant. In this particular case one can write
down two independent operators with different SU(2)L structures - operators O3a and O3b
in Tab. 3.
The corresponding operators, including SU(2) contractions are shown in Tab. 3. Note
that the operator O1H2 is highlighted in italic; it is simply the Weinberg operator with
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the singlet combination HH¯ attached. We do not discuss these cases in detail but list
them for completeness. Operator O4b is marked by a dagger because it is fierz-related to
operator O4a and as such is not independent. Moreover, it vanishes for a single generation
of fermions and, therefore on its own does not contribute to 0νββ decay. On the other hand,
it cannot be solely responsible for the observed neutrino oscillations for the same reason.
Minimally, there should thus be a misalignment between the operator flavour structure and
the charged-current mixing. Under this assertion, O4a may still contribute to 0νββ with
only a O(1) suppression which is why we retain it in our results.
3.3 Dimension 9
Similarly, at dimension-9, the Hilbert series of ∆L = 2 operator terms reads
H∆L=29 =(dc)2 d¯cL2u¯c +(dc)2 e¯c2u¯c2 + 2(dc)2 e¯cLQu¯c + 4(dc)2 L2Q2 + dcece¯cL2u¯c
+ 2dcecL3Q+ dce¯cH2HLu¯c + 2dce¯cLQu¯c2 + 3dcH2HL2Q+ dcL3Lu¯c + 4dcL2QQu¯c
+ dcL2ucu¯c2 + d¯cH3L2Q+(ec)2 L4 + ecH2HL3 + ecL3Qu¯c + e¯cH3L2L+ e¯cH3LQQ
+H4H
2
L2 +H3L2Quc + 2H2HL2Qu¯c + 2L2Q
2
u¯c2 + h.c.. (14)
The corresponding effective operators are listed in Tab. 4. For completeness we again
list operators ‘derived’ from lower-dimensional ones, such as O1H4 which is the Weinberg
operator with the singlet combinationHH¯ attached twice orO1ye which is also the Weinberg
operator with the singlet combination L¯He¯c attached. Operator O12b is marked by an
asterisk as it vanishes for a single generation of fermions and as such it does not contribute
to 0νββ decay. Like O4a discussed above, another source of lepton flavour violation is
needed to produce the observed neutrino oscillations, in which case it may contribute
which is why keep it in our results. It is also worth noting that the operator O76 does not
appear in [47].
3.4 Dimension 11
As the number of operators of dimension 11 is quite large and many of them behave in a
similar manner we restrict our calculations to the selection shown in Tab. 5. It includes all
11-dimensional operators that trigger 0νββ at tree level but we omit for example operators
that do not appreciably contribute to 0νββ through long-range or short-range interactions.
11
O Operator mν LR LR SR SR
1H
4
LiLjHkHlH
t
HtH
u
Huikjl
v2
Λ
f2
(
v
Λ
) − − − −
1 ye LiLjHkHl(L
t
Hte¯c)ikjl
ye
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
− − − −
1 yd LiLjHkHl(Q
t
Htd¯c)ikjl
yd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
ydy
ex
d|u
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P − −
2H
2
LiLjLkecHlH
t
Htεijεkl
ye
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) − − − −
3H
2
a L
iLjQkdcHlH
t
Htijkl
ydg
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)

TR
TR
− −
3H
2
b L
iLjQkdcHlH
t
Htikjl
yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P − −
4H
2
a L
iLjQiu¯
cHkH
t
Htjk
yu
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P − −
5 LiLjQkdcHlHmHijlkm
yd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P − −
6 LiLjQku¯
cHlHkHijl
yu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P − −
7 LiQj e¯cQkH
kHlHmiljm
yexe g
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
v3
Λ5
2V+AV−A − −
8H
2
Lie¯cu¯cdcHjH
t
Htij
yexe ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
2V+AV+A − −
9 LiLjLkecLlecijkl
y2e
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
− − − −
10 LiLjLkecQldcijkl
yeyd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P − −
11a LiLjQkdcQldcijkl
y2dg
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3

TR
TR
g2
16pi2
1
Λ5
1
11b L
iLjQkdcQldcikjl
y2d
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P
1
Λ5
1
12a LiLjQiu¯
cQj u¯c
y2u
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
1
Λ5
1
12∗b L
iLjQku¯
cQlu¯
cij
kl y
2
ug
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
g2yexd y
ex
u
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
13 LiLjQiu¯
cLlecjl
yeyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P − −
14a LiLjQku¯
cQkdcij
ydyug
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu|d
16pi2
v
Λ3

TR
TR
g2
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
14b L
iLjQiu¯
cQldcjl
ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
yu|d
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS±P
1
Λ5
1
15 LiLjLkdcLiu¯cjk
ydyug
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
g2yexu|d|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS±P |2V+AV+A − −
16 LiLjecdce¯cu¯cij
ydyug
4
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v
Λ3
2V+AV+A − −
17 LiLjdcdcd¯cu¯cij
ydyug
4
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexu|d|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3

TR
TR
|2V+AV+A y
ex
d y
ex
e
16pi2
1
Λ5
25
18 LiLjdcucu¯cu¯cij
ydyug
4
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexu|d|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3

TR
TR
|2V+AV+A y
ex
e y
ex
u
16pi2
1
Λ5
25
19 LiQjdcdce¯cu¯cij
yexe y
2
dyu
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
2V+AV+A
1
Λ5
25
20 LidcQiu¯
ce¯cu¯c
yexe ydy
2
u
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
2V+AV+A
1
Λ5
25
61 LiLjHkHlLrecHrikjl
ye
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) − − − −
66 LiLjHkHlikQ
rdcHrjl
yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
16pi2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P − −
71 LiLjHkHlQrucHsrsikjl
yu
16pi2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yuyexd|u
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P − −
76 e¯ce¯cdcdcu¯cu¯c
yex2e y
2
dy
2
u
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
ydyuy
ex
e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
2V+AV+A
1
Λ5
2a3
Table 4: Effective ∆L = 2 SM operators at dimension 9. Dominant contributions to 0νββ
decay via the effective neutrino mass (mν) as well as long-range (LR) and short-range (SR)
mechanisms are shown. The 0νββ long-range and short-range interactions excited by a
particular operator are denoted in column LR and SR. The notation of the contributions
is explained in Sec. 4.3.
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O Operator mν LR LR SR SR
21a LiLjLkecQlucHmHnijkmln
yeyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yeyexe yexu
(16pi2)2
v3
Λ5
2V+AV−A − −
21b L
iLjLkecQlucHmHniljmkn
yeyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yeyexe yexu
(16pi2)2
v3
Λ5
2V+AV−A − −
23 LiLjLkecQkd¯
cHlHmiljm
yeyd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yexd|(e)yexd ye
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P |V+AV+A − −
24a LiLjQkdcQldcHmHijklm
y2d
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
24b L
iLjQkdcQldcHmHijmkl
y2d
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P
g2
(16pi2)
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
25 LiLjQkdcQlucHmHnimjnkl
ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yu
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P
yex2u
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
26a LiLjQkdcLie¯cH
lHmjlkm
yeyd
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P − −
26b L
iLjQkdcLk e¯cH
lHmiljm
yeyd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) ye
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P − −
27a LiLjQkdcQid¯
cHlHmjlkm
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P
yex2d
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
27b L
iLjQkdcQkd¯
cHlHmiljm
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS+P
yex2d
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
28a LiLjQkdcQj u¯
cHlHikl
ydyu
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P
v2
Λ7
1
28b L
iLjQkdcQku¯
cHlHijl
ydyu
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu|d
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P
g2
(16pi2)
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
28c LiLjQkdcQlu¯
cHlHijk
ydyu
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
29a LiLjQkucQku¯
cHlHmiljm
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
yexd y
ex
u
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
29b L
iLjQkucQlu¯
cHlHmikjm
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P
yexd y
ex
u
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
30a LiLjLie¯cQku¯
cHkHljl
yeyu
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P − −
30b L
iLjLme¯cQnu¯
cHkHlikjl
mn yeyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) ye
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P − −
31a LiLjQid¯
cQku¯
cHkHljl
ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yd
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P
yex2d
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
31b L
iLjQmd¯
cQnu¯
cHkHlikjl
mn ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
(
v
Λ
) yd
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
S+PS−P
yex2d
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
32a LiLjQj u¯
cQku¯
cHkHi
y2u
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
32b L
iLjQmu¯
cQnu¯
cHkHijk
mn y
2
u
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P
yex2d
(16pi2)2
1
Λ5
1
34 e¯ce¯cLiQjecdcHkHlikjl
yexe ydg
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexe|u|(d)
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P |2V+AV±A − −
35 e¯ce¯cLiecQj u¯
cHjHkik
yexe yug
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexe|d|(u)
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P |2V+AV±A − −
36 e¯ce¯cQidcQjdcHkHlikjl
yex2e y
2
dg
2
(16pi2)5
v2
Λ
ydy
ex
e y
ex
e|u|(d)
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P |2V+AV±A 1Λ5 f
(
v
Λ
)
1
37 e¯ce¯cQidcQj u¯
cHjHkik
yex2e ydyug
2
(16pi2)5
v2
Λ
g2yexe
(16pi2)2
v3
Λ5
2V+AV+A
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
1
38 e¯ce¯cQiu¯
cQj u¯
cHiHj
yex2e y
2
ug
2
(16pi2)5
v2
Λ
yexe|d|(u)y
ex
e yu
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS−P |2V+AV±A 1Λ5 f
(
v
Λ
)
1
40a LiLjLkQlLiQjH
mHnkmln
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
g2yexd|u|u|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P |2V+AV±A − −
43a LiLjLkdcLlu¯cH
lHijk
ydyug
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexu|d|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P |2V+AV+A − −
44c LiLjQkecQle¯
cHlHmijkm
g4
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
ye
16pi2
v3
Λ5
V+AV−A − −
47a LiLjQkQlQiQjH
mHnkmln
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
g2yexd|u|(e)
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P |2V+AV−A v
2
Λ7
2a3
47d L
iLjQkQlQiQmH
mHnjkln
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
g2yexd|u|(e)
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P |2V+AV−A v
2
Λ7
2a3
53 LiLjdcdcu¯cu¯cHiHj
y2dy
2
ug
2
(16pi2)5
v2
Λ
ydyuy
ex
u|d|e
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS±P |2V+AV+A v
2
Λ7
2a3
54a LiQjQkdcQie¯
cHlHmjlkm
yexe ydg
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
g2yexe|(d)|u
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
S+PS+P |2V+AV∓A − −
54d L
iQjQkdcQle¯
cHlHmijkm
yexe ydg
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
yd
16pi2
v3
Λ5
V+AV−A
v2
Λ7
25
55a LiQjQiQk e¯
cu¯cHkHljl
yexe yug
2
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
yu
16pi2
v3
Λ5
V+AV−A
v2
Λ7
25
59 LiQjdcdce¯cu¯cHkHijk
yexe y
2
dyu
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
yd
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
V+AV+A
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
25
60 LidcQj u¯
ce¯cu¯cHjHi
yexe ydy
2
u
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
yu
(16pi2)2
v
Λ3
V+AV+A
1
Λ5
f
(
v
Λ
)
25
Table 5: As Tab. 4 but showing selected effective ∆L = 2 SM operators at dimension 11.
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4 Contributions to Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
To determine the contributions of the operators listed in the previous section to 0νββ
decay, we start by identifying those which trigger this rare nuclear process at tree level.
Clearly, the Weinberg operator O1 is such an operator through the effective neutrino mass,
cf. Fig. 1 (a). At higher dimensions, the following operators trigger 0νββ directly after
EW symmetry breaking,
Dimension-7 : O3a, O3b, O4a, O8; (15)
Dimension-9 : O5, O6, O7, O11b, O12a, O14b, O19, O20, O76; (16)
Dimension-11: O24a, O28a, O28c, O32a, O36, O37, O47a, O47d,
O53, O54a, O54d, O55a, O59, O60. (17)
They contribute as in Fig. 1 (b), (c) and (d), respectively, except the dim-9 operators O5,
O6 and O7 which trigger long-range interactions at tree level after all three Higgs fields
acquire their vacuum expectation value. In order to estimate the contribution of a single
D-dimensional operator to 0νββ decay, we consider radiative corrections to all other LNV
operators of the same and lower dimension. This implies a huge number of possibilities in
reducing a single operator such that we utilize an algorithm as outlined below.
4.1 SU(2) Decomposition and Effective 0νββ Couplings
To understand how the ∆L = 2 SM effective operators contribute at low energy to 0νββ
decay, we first decompose them into the SU(2) components. As a result, for each operator
we obtain 2d/2 components, where d is the number of SU(2) doublets present in the given
operator. For example, the operator O3a splits into 4 different SU(2) components,
O3a = LiLjQkdcH lijkl = νLeLuLh0dc − eLνLuLh0dc − νLeLdLh+dc + eLνLdLh+dc. (18)
The ∆L = 2 SM effective operators contributing to 0νββ decay at tree level must corre-
spond in the broken phase to one of the terms in the effective 0νββ decay Lagrangians
in Eqs. (6) and (7), which e.g. means that the SU(2)L-components in Eq. (18) including
h0 can be (after EW symmetry breaking) mapped to one of the terms in Eq. (6). Con-
tributions to 0νββ decay triggered by other operators contributing to 0νββ decay at loop
level are determined by finding their relation to the tree-level-contributing ones, which will
be achieved by employing the algorithmic approach described later on. The effective cou-
plings  appearing in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be restricted by current limits on the 0νββ decay
half-life. For this we relate the broken-phase contributions to those triggered by the SM
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effective operators and obtain thus bounds on the new physics scales Λ suppressing the SM
effective operators. To identify these relations among unbroken-phase and broken-phase
contributions we proceed as follows.
4.1.1 6D Long-Range Contributions
Let us first focus on ∆L = 2 SM effective operators that trigger (after EW symmetry
breaking) the long-range contributions to 0νββ decay at tree level. Using the above list,
applying the SU(2) decomposition, breaking the phase and checking the non-vanishing
components we conclude there are in total 7 such operators. Each of them corresponds in
the broken phase to one of four different 6-dimensional low-energy 0νββ decay operators
(all formed by 4 relevant fermions - u, d, e and ν). This correspondence can be summarized
as follows:
O3a,O3b,O5 → e¯Lν¯Lu¯Ld¯c, (19)
O4a,O6 → e¯Lν¯LucdL, (20)
O7 → u¯Lν¯LecdL, (21)
O8 → d¯cν¯Lecuc. (22)
Operators 3a, 3b, 4a and 8 are of dimension 7, while operators 5, 6 and 7 are 9-dimensional.
Therefore, the 7D operators will contribute to 0νββ decay with a single power of the EW
vev v, while the contributions triggered by 9D operators will be proportional to v3. As
such, the 9D operators are relevant just in cases for which their contribution is compara-
ble with the leading-order contribution generated by a competing 7-dimensional operator3.
Moreover, one can imagine contributions proportional to v3 coming from the 7-dimensional
operators multiplied by decoupled invariant HH¯, forming a compound effective operator
of dimension-9 as listed in Tab. 4. In some cases, i.e. when the relevant 7D operator
contributes at second or higher loop level, one might need to take into account even v5-
dependent contributions produced by a 9D operator times HH¯, a contribution correspond-
ing to a compound effective operator of dimension 11. Therefore, as an example, the total
contribution to the 6D 0νββ decay operator in Eq. (19) for the case when the leading con-
tributions coming from operators 3a and 3b are suppressed by two loops can be generated
3If there is such an operator; as is apparent, there is no 7-dimensional SM-invariant operator corre-
sponding to Eq. (21). This can be understood from considerations of reasonable UV completions of this
vertex. Therefore, for this particular operator the leading contribution will always be proportional to v3.
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after EW symmetry breaking from
L7+9+11 = 1
(16pi2)2
O3a
Λ3
+
1
(16pi2)2
O3b
Λ3
+
1
16pi2
O5
Λ5
+
1
16pi2
O3a(HH)
Λ5
+
1
16pi2
O3b(HH)
Λ5
+
O5(HH)
Λ7
. (23)
We now relate the 7 different SM effective operators that trigger the long-range 0νββ
decay at tree level (on the left-hand side of Eqs. (19 - 22)) to the low-energy 0νββ decay
Lagrangian (6). Taking the four 6D operators on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (19 - 22) and
rewriting them using the four-spinor notation we get
e¯Lν¯Lu¯Ld¯c ↔ e (1 + γ5) ν u (1 + γ5) d, (24)
e¯Lν¯Lu
cdL ↔ e (1 + γ5) ν u (1− γ5) d, (25)
u¯Lν¯Le
cdL ↔ u (1 + γ5) ν e (1− γ5) d, (26)
d¯cν¯Le
cuc ↔ d (1 + γ5) ν e (1− γ5)u, (27)
where the right-hand sides of Eqs. (26) and (27) can be further Fierz-transformed to the
conventional field ordering prescribed by Eq. (6). Thus, we obtain
e (1− γ5) d u (1 + γ5) ν = 1
2
eγµ (1 + γ5) ν uγµ (1− γ5) d, (28)
e (1− γ5)u d (1 + γ5) ν = 1
2
eγµ (1 + γ5) ν uγµ (1 + γ5) d. (29)
Taking these equalities into account, one can relate the scale of the SM invariant operators
on the left-hand sides of Eqs. (19 - 22) to the effective couplings βα as follows:
O3a : λ
3
BSMv
Λ33a
=
GF 
TR
TR√
2
, (30)
O3b : λ
3
BSMv
Λ33b
O5 : λ
5
BSMv
3
Λ55
 =
GF 
S+P
S+P√
2
,
O4a : λ
3
BSMv
Λ34a
O6 : λ
5
BSMv
3
Λ56
 =
GF 
S+P
S−P√
2
, (31)
O7 : λ
5
BSMv
3
Λ57
= 2
GF 
V+A
V−A√
2
, O8 : λ
3
BSMv
Λ38
= 2
GF 
V+A
V+A√
2
. (32)
The contributions of the SM effective operators on the left-hand side of the above equations
are simply given by a certain power of v (determined by the number of Higgs fields present
in the particular operator) divided by ΛD−4, where Λ is the typical energy scale of the
effective operator of dimension D. The powers of a generic coupling λBSM illustrates the
scaling generated by a typical tree-level UV completion of the given operator and in the
following calculations we simply set λBSM = 1.
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4.1.2 9D Short-Range Contributions
Analogously, the correspondence between ∆L = 2 SM effective operators contributing to
0νββ decay at tree level and the terms in the short-range part of the low-energy 0νββ
decay effective Lagrangian can be determined. While the term in Eq. (7) proportional
to 1 is formed by scalar Lorentz bilinears by definition, the other terms proportional to
the remaining four epsilons include γ-matrices and must be Fierz transformed. For the
terms with couplings 3 and 5, vector currents are present; thus, the same type of Fierz
transformation as the one used for the 6D operators can be employed, which results in an
extra factor of 2 in front of the -coupling. For the 2-terms of Eq. (7) one could consider
the following identity[
ua
i
2
[γµ, γν ](1± γ5)da
] [
ub
i
2
[γµ, γν ](1± γ5)db
]
= −2 [ua(1± γ5)db] [da(1± γ5)ub]− [ua(1± γ5)da] [ub(1± γ5)db] . (33)
The two terms on the right-hand side of the above equation cannot be combined into a
single one, as they differ by their SU(3)c structures represented by indices a, b. Therefore,
to excite the effective coupling 2, one needs to combine these two different contractions.
However, since we always assume just a single ∆L = 2 effective operator at a time, we
will not discuss this kind of contribution. The situation is similar for the terms of Eq. (7)
proportional to 4. If we for simplicity assume just one specific combination of chiral
currents (i.e. one specific term proportional to 4), we can employ the following Fierz
transformation
uaγµ(1 + γ5)d
a
[
ub
i
2
[γµ, γν ](1− γ5)db
]
eγν(1 + γ5)e
c
= −2iua(1− γ5)db [ub(1− γ5)ec] e(1 + γ5)da
− iua(1− γ5)ec
[
ub(1− γ5)db
]
e(1 + γ5)d
a (34)
and the conclusion is the same as for the 2 terms.
We will map all operators to the effective couplings 1, 3 or 5. Omission of 2 and
4 does not cause any problems, as there are no ∆L = 2 effective operators contributing
uniquely to these terms. Every operator that can be mapped to a term of Eq. (7) propor-
tional to 2 and 4 excites also effective couplings 1 and 5, respectively. Consequently,
effective scales of every operator listed in Eq. (15) can be related to one of the three effective
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couplings 1, 3 and 5 as follows:
O11b,O12a,O14b : λ
4
BSM
Λ5i
O24a,O28a,O28c,O32a,O36,O37,O38 : λ
6
BSMv
2
Λ7i
 =
G2F 1
2mp
, (35)
O47a,O47d,O53 : λ
6
BSMv
2
Λ7i
O76 : λ
4
BSM
Λ5i
 = 2
G2F 
LL,RR
3
2mp
, (36)
O19,O20 : λ
4
BSM
Λ5i
O54a,O54d,O55a,O59,O60 : λ
6
BSMv
2
Λ7i
 = 2
G2F 5
2mp
. (37)
4.2 Estimation of Wilson Coefficients
Given a higher-dimensional operator, we want to estimate the value of same- and lower-
dimensional Wilson coefficients induced by radiative effects. To this end, we consider
for each operator all loop diagrams that could lead to the corresponding operators. As
these contributions would be absorbed by the Wilson coefficient of the contribution during
the matching procedure, we are able to estimate the size of contributions by next-to-
leading order diagrams. Important to note at this stage is that this implies a certain
assumption about the underlying UV theory. Estimating the Wilson coefficient by loops of
heavy particles implies an underlying ‘natural’ theory, meaning that the contributions are
determined by the heavy mass of new physics. A prominent example where this approach
does not work is e.g. in the Higgs sector leading to the famous ‘hierarchy problem’. This
means that our estimation would for instance fail when having a UV model that features
certain cancellations between loop contributions (as e.g. in supersymmetry). However, this
guiding principle turned out to be successful many times in the history of particle physics,
e.g. for hadronic resonances or the charm quark [51], such that our approach seems to
be justified as long as one is aware of its limitations. Given these assumptions, we can
estimate the Wilson coefficients as follows:
1. First, we specify the SU(2) component of the SM invariant operator (A) that we want
to study, as well as the SU(2) component of the operator (B) we want it to reduce
to. This step will be performed for each SU(2) component of each operator (A) to
all lower or same dimensional operators (B).
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fL f¯L Z g/(16pi
2)
fL f¯
′
L W
− g/(16pi2)
f¯ c f¯ ′L H
− yf/(16pi2)
f¯ c f¯L h
0 yf/(16pi
2)
Z f¯L f¯L g/(16pi
2)
W− f¯L f¯ ′L g/(16pi
2)
H− f c f¯ ′L yf/(16pi
2)
h0 f¯L f
c yf/(16pi
2)
〈h〉 f¯L f c vyf/(16pi2)
h0|W−|H− h¯0|W+|H+ − 1/(16pi2)
Table 6: Effective Feynman rules contracting the fields in the first two columns via a
loop and radiating the field listed in the third column. The coefficient in the last column
indicates the corresponding contribution. Here, fL denotes a left-handed and f
c a right-
handed Weyl-spinor with f indicating a fermion according to Tab. 2.
2. To match lower-dimensional operators (B), we apply all possible Feynman rules that
reduce the dimension and contain SM fermions, gauge fields or the Higgs boson.
Tab. 6 lists the Feynman rules leading to one-loop contractions, whereas Tab. 7
shows all considered two-loop contractions that are necessary in order to obtain all
possible contributions to 0νββ (see Fig. 1). In the following we want to discuss the
included Feynman rules in detail.
3. We introduce for every closed loop a factor 1/(16pi2). We regulate further the loops via
a momentum cut-off Λ. Each loop integral contributes with the power of Λ equal to
the mass dimension of the integral. We want to clearly state that this treatment would
be wrong for loop corrections within a pure EFT approach. If we would be interested
in the estimation of loop corrections within the EFT, we should use dimensional
regularisation involving only SM masses. As mentioned before, we do not consider a
pure EFT approach for the estimation of the lower dimensional Wilson coefficients
and approximate the size by the assumption of a ‘natural’ UV theory. Thus we are
allowed to introduce heavy masses (or a cut-off scale Λ) that would be integrated out
in a pure EFT following the Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling theorem [52].
4. Fig. 2 shows a few examples of the rules listed in Tab. 6. The left diagram shows the
dominant contribution to the Weinberg operator resulting from the 9-dimensional
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fL f
c h0 yf/(16pi
2)2
f c f ′L H
+ yf/(16pi
2)2
fL f¯
′
L W
+ g/(16pi2)2
fL f¯L Z g/(16pi
2)2
h Z |W+ Z |W− vg2/(16pi2)2
Z H+|W+ W−|H− 2vg2/(16pi2)2
Table 7: Effective Feynman rules contracting the fields in the first three columns leading to
a double loop. The coefficient in the last column indicates the corresponding contribution.
Here, fL denotes a left-handed and f
c a right-handed Weyl-spinor with f indicating a
fermion according to Tab. 2.
× ×
uL uL
uc uc
νL νL
× ×
dL dL
dcdc
h+h−νL νL νL νL
Z
××
dc
dc
uL
uL
⟨h0⟩⟨h0⟩
Figure 2: Diagrams showing the reduction of O12a (left), O24a (centre) and O27a (right) to
the neutrino mass.
operator O12a = LiLjQ¯iu¯cQ¯ju¯c that we considered in [25]. The centre diagram
shows the contribution from the 11-dimensional operator O24a = LiLjQ¯iu¯cQ¯ju¯c
discussed in [25] as well. The right diagram shows the 11-dimensional operator
O27a = LiLjQkdcQ¯id¯cH lHmjlkm. The algorithm merges the fermions into a neutral
Higgs boson in the left and centre diagram, which will acquire a VEV in a second it-
eration. In the right diagram, however, two fermions are merged into a vector boson.
In a further iteration the algorithm will merge the vector bosons, forming a one-loop
contribution. A similar process happens to the charged Higgs bosons that are merged
in a loop in the centre diagram. The resulting contributions to the neutrino mass are
m12aν =
y2uv
2
(16pi2)2Λ
, m24aν =
y2dv
2
(16pi2)3Λ
, m27aν =
g2v2
(16pi2)3Λ
. (38)
In each iteration, all n-rules (where n indicates the number of legs on that the rule
has effect) are tested if applicable to all combinations of n legs of the diagram with
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in total m legs.
5. As mentioned in the previous subsection, a number of operators can be reduced to
an effective operator contributing at tree-level multiplied by an H¯H pair, which can
be either contracted to the vacuum giving a factor of v
2
Λ2
, or closed into a Higgs
loop producing an extra factor of 1
16pi2
. As a result, we get a contribution to 0νββ
decay proportional to f
(
v
Λ
) ≡( 1
16pi2
+ v
2
Λ2
)
. Moreover, some of the operators can be
reduced to the desired low-energy 0νββ operator in several different ways through
different tree-level contributing ∆L = 2 SM effective operators, which results in a
sum of contributions as illustrated in Eq. (23). However, in the present approach
only qualitatively different contributions to 0νββ decay are studied and compared;
therefore, this multiplicity is neglected in the obtained results.
νL uL
Z
×
eL eL
eL dc
uc
Figure 3: Diagrams showing the reduction of O23 (left) and O15 (right) to a long-range
0νββ decay contribution.
6. Taking the example of reducing a 9-dimensional and an 11-dimensional operator to
a long-range contribution, Fig. 3 demonstrates another set of necessary Feynman
rules, listed in Tab. 6. The left diagram shows a long-range contribution induced by
O23 = LiLjLkecQ¯kd¯cH lHmiljm and the right diagram for O15 = LiLjLkdcL¯iu¯cjk.
In order to recover the long-range contribution for operator O23, we have to merge
one fermion with a Higgs to create the fermion needed. As shown in Fig. 3 (right),
a similar Feynman rule is needed for O15. We have to merge a vector boson with
a fermion in order to generate the correct quark. In this case, however, we have
to additionally insert a Higgs VEV beforehand. In order to provide a converging
algorithm, the latter rule is added explicitly to the algorithm as indicated in Tab. 6.
We allow for up to three additional Higgs VEV insertions per diagram. This leads to
the following contributions
GF 
15
7√
2
=
yexu g
2v
(16pi2)2Λ3
,
GF 
23
7√
2
=
ye(y
ex
d )
2v2
(16pi2)3Λ3
, (39)
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νL νL
××
ec
ec uL
uL
dL
eL
Z
W
⟨h0⟩⟨h0⟩
Figure 4: Diagram showing the reduction of O44c to the neutrino mass.
with 157 = 
S+P
S+P and 
23
7 = 
S−P
S+P .
7. Fig. 3 and the above contributions demonstrate another important feature. We need
to distinguish between external and internal Yukawa couplings. While the flavour
of Yukawa couplings associated with external fields is fixed to the first generation
in order to generate 0νββ decay, internal Yukawa couplings can be summed over
all flavours (we assume by default internal Yukawa couplings and indicate external
Yukawa couplings, fixed to the first fermion generation, as yex). This can make a
significant impact in the discussion of the results, as we will see later in more detail.
8. Fig. 4 shows three features that require a special treatment. Due to the given SU(2)
structure LiLjij in O44c = LiLjQkecQ¯le¯cH lHmijkm, the charged electron has to
be converted into a neutrino. This requires the introduction of ‘t-channel’ rules. In
this example, an additional W boson loop is used. As the exchange does not reduce
the dimension of the operator and would naively applied lead to an infinite number
of iterations, it is treated separately. The corresponding cases to be considered are
depicted in Fig. 5. Very rare rules are treated manually.
9. Another feature needs to be carefully considered when applying Feynman rules within
an automatized algorithm. In order to obtain a valid contribution, diagrams should
contain only loops with an even number of fermions (those without mass insertion).
Otherwise diagrams will be proportional to the external neutrino momentum and/or
will vanish. Thus the algorithm tracks during all iterations the number of fermions
within an isolated loop contribution. In case a final diagram would consist out of loops
with odd numbers of fermions, a neutral gauge boson exchange has to be added. This
has consequences on the previously described step. While in Fig. 5 (upper row) an
even number of fermions is generated in the t-channel, the lower row features an
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Figure 5: Additional ‘t-channel’ cases that have to be separately considered in order to
obtain a converging algorithm.
odd number. Thus the latter allows for closing a loop directly with another fitting
leg of the initial operator without the radiation o any other particle. As closing a
loop without radiating a fermion would generate a vanishing contribution, it is not
included in the default algorithm.
10. A final feature, demonstrated in Fig. 4, is the necessity of Feynman rules in the algo-
rithm which close a multi-loop that results from merging three legs. After applying
the t-channel rules of step (8) and closing two fermion legs by radiating a Z boson,
the remaining two fermions of the operator have to be connected with the Z boson.
The corresponding rules are listed in Tab. 7. Taking the example of O44c, we obtain
finally the following contribution:
m44cν =
g4v2
(16pi2)4Λ
. (40)
11. Given the described algorithm, each SU(2) decomposed operator is reduced to ev-
ery possible lower-dimensional or equal-dimensional operator via all possible loop
diagrams that can contribute to 0νββ decay. In a final step the most dominant
contribution is identified as described in the following.
We can compare our results for the mass mechanism with the result found in [47].
However, for certain operators discrepancies will occur (and are expected). Comparing
O29a with our results in Tab. 5, we obtain
m29a,1stν =
g2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
, (41)
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νL νL
××
uL
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⟨h0⟩⟨h0⟩ νL νL
××
uL
uc uL
uc
h0
⟨h0⟩⟨h0⟩ νL νL
××
uL
uc uL
uc
× ×
⟨h0⟩⟨h0⟩
Figure 6: Dominant mass contribution of O29 for first generation internal Yukawa couplings
includes the gauge coupling (left). For third generation internal Yukawa couplings the
corresponding contributions with Yukawa couplings are dominant (centre and right).
while in [47] the contribution
m29a,3rdν =
y2u
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f
( v
Λ
)
, (42)
is found. This results from the determination of the dominant contribution. While Eq. 42
is dominant for third generation internal Yukawa couplings, Eq. (41) is the dominant one
for only first generation Yukawa couplings, cf. Fig. (6). As we store all contributions that
result from our algorithm, we are able to vary the generation of Yukawa couplings while
using the correct contribution of Eq. (42) and Eq. (41). The same behaviour occurs for
contributions of operators O74a, O74b and O75.
4.3 Determination of the Operator Scale
Having all the possible contributions of each operator, we need to identify the most domi-
nant ones. To do so we just simply compare their numerical values considering the values
of involved quantities summarized in Tab. 8. For the purpose of comparison we consider
just first generation of fermions. As for the operator scale Λ, we assume its value to be
Λ = 2186 GeV, when doing the comparison. At this value, 1
16pi2
= v
2
Λ2
is satisfied. In other
words, we assume such a value of Λ for which the suppression at one-loop corresponds to
ye yτ yd yb yu yt g
2.1× 10−6 0.01 2.0× 10−5 2.4× 10−2 9.4× 10−6 0.99 0.46
Table 8: Values of couplings in the numerical evaluation of the contributions to 0νββ decay.
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the suppression by a factor v
2
Λ2
. The reason is that for a number of operators one gets a
contribution involving an HH¯ pair, which in the broken phase gives such a factor. However,
it can be at the same time closed into a trivial Higgs loop, thus contributing a factor of
1
16pi2
. As we want to keep both these contributions, we assume for convenience the above
stated value of Λ ensuring their equality.
We determine the dominant contribution to the light neutrino mass, the dominant
long-range contribution and the dominant short-range contribution separately. It is im-
portant to note that just these are then used for further calculations, which is, of course,
just an approximation. We do not sum over all possible contributions, and thus we do not
take into account the multiplicity (given e.g. by several different radiative reductions of
a specific operator to the same tree-level-contributing 0νββ decay operator) of any of the
contributions either. For each operator, the dominant contributions are listed in Tabs. 3, 4
and 5. The corresponding  couplings excited by a particular 0νββ decay contribution are
also shown therein. The relation to each coupling  is made assuming a specific (convenient)
scalar Lorentz contraction (i.e. a simple Lorentz contraction not involving any γ matrices)
of the given operator. Considering other Lorentz structures of the initial operator different
 couplings could be also triggered.
In the 0νββ decay contributions listed in Tabs. 3, 4 and 5 the short-hand notation
f
(
v
Λ
) ≡( 1
16pi2
+ v
2
Λ2
)
is used and the numbers in brackets in front of several operators (in
the ‘Operator’ column) denotes the number of possible Lorentz or SU(3)c contractions
allowed for the given operator, appearing just when more than one such possibility exists.
Certain operators give several qualitatively different (but numerically similar) long-range
contributions that differ just by the involved Yukawa couplings. The possible flavours are
shown in a single subscript separated by vertical lines. The respective couplings  excited by
given operators are also presented. For multiple long-range contributions we show multiple
epsilons ordered accordingly with Yukawa coupling labels. Moreover, in some cases one
of the Yukawa flavour indices is shown in brackets, which means that the contribution
proportional to that particular type of Yukawa coupling includes only the factor v
2
Λ2
and
not the loop factor 1
16pi2
in f
(
v
Λ
)
. For example, the long-range contribution of operator 34
reading
yex
e|u|(d)
(16pi2)2g2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
and the corresponding excited  couplings S+PS+P |2V+AV±A in fact stand
for 3 individual contributions y
ex
e
(16pi2)2g2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
, y
ex
u
(16pi2)2g2
v
Λ3
f
(
v
Λ
)
and
yexd
(16pi2)2g2
v3
Λ5
exciting -
couplings S+PS+P , 
V+A
V+A and 
V+A
V−A, respectively. Whenever a dash instead of a contribution is
shown, such a reduction of a particular operator is not possible in our approach and to be
able to obtain such a contribution one would have to consider what we call an ‘s-channel’
exchange rule, which is described in Section 6.3 in more detail.
Although all these contributions are presented, just the dominant one is used as in-
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put in further calculations. For a given value of the 0νββ decay half-life, e.g. assuming
a hypothetical observation at a value of TXe1/2 = 10
27 y, it is then easy to determine the
corresponding operator scale Λ that will be the basis to calculate the washout of lepton
number in the early Universe. In practice, we collect all contributions for a given operator,
fix the SM gauge and Yukawa couplings according to Tab. 8, possibly selecting between
first and third generation values for internal Yukawa couplings. We then express the in-
verse 0νββ half-life as a function of the operator scale Λ, defined as the maximum among
all contributions. We thus neglect any enhancement from two or more contributions of
similar size but also potential interference effects. The former will have little impact on
the derived operator scale; for the latter we would like to stress that we always assume (a
currently hypothetical) observation of 0νββ decay. If two or more contributions partially
cancel each other, it would in fact strengthen our argument as a given 0νββ measurement
will correspond to a stronger washout. Finally, assuming such a measurement, specifically
TXe1/2 = 10
27 y, we determine the corresponding operator scale from the dominant contri-
bution. As the inverse half-life is ∝ Λ4−D, the dominant contribution corresponds to the
highest scale of the operator for a given half-life (if the scale were lower, the dominant
contribution would induce a more rapid 0νββ decay).
5 Lepton Number Washout
In this section, we study the washout effect of a pre-existing net lepton asymmetry from the
aforementioned operators. For simplicity, we assume only one LNV operator being active
at a time. We will use the classic Boltzmann equation formalism to calculate the net lepton
number density in the early expanding universe. Generically, the Boltzmann equation for
a particle species N reads4
zHnγ
dηN
dz
= −
∑
a,i,j,···
[Na · · · ↔ ij · · · ], (43)
where ηN is the number density of N normalized to the photon density, ηN ≡ nN/nγ, and
[Na · · · ↔ ij · · · ] = nNna · · ·
neqNn
eq
a · · ·γ
eq(Na · · · → ij · · · )
− ninj
neqi n
eq
j · · ·
γeq (ij · · · → Na · · · ) . (44)
4See, for instance, Refs. [53–55] for more detailed discussions on the Boltzmann equation formalism.
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The space-time scattering density in thermal equilibrium, γeq, with n initial and m final
particles is defined as
γeq(Na · · · → ij · · · ) =
∫
d3pN
2EN(2pi)3
e−
EN
T ×
n−1∏
a=1
[∫
d3pa
2Ea(2pi)3
e−
Ea
T
]
×
m∏
i=1
[∫
d3pi
2Ei(2pi)3
]
× (2pi)4δ4
(
pN +
n−1∑
a=1
pa −
m∑
i=1
pi
)
|M |2, (45)
with |M |2 being the squared amplitude of the process summed over initial and final spins.
As shown in [55], by inserting unity into γeq,
1 =
∫
d4Pδ4
(
P − pN −
n−1∑
a=1
pa
)
=
∫
1
2
√
P 20 − s δ4
(
P − pN −
n−1∑
a=1
pa
)
ds dP0 dΩ, (46)
where s = P 20 − |~P |2 and Ω is the two-dimensional solid angle of the three-momentum ~P ,
the scattering density can be expressed as
γeq(Na · · · → ij · · · ) = 1
2
1
(2pi)4
∫
ds
∫
dΩ
∫
dP0
√
P 20
s
− 1 √s e−P0/T
×
∫
d3pN
2EN(2pi)3
×
n−1∏
a=1
[∫
d3pa
2Ea(2pi)3
]
(2pi)4δ4
(
P − pN −
n−1∑
a=1
pa
)
×
m∏
i=1
[∫
d3pi
2Ei(2pi)3
]
(2pi)4δ4
(
P −
m∑
i=1
pi
)
× |M |2
can =
1
2(2pi)4
∫
ds
√
s
∫
dP0
√
P 20 /s− 1e−P0/T
∫
dΩdPSndPSm × |M |2,
(47)
in which
∫
dPSn (
∫
dPSm) is the initial (final) state phase space integral.
Assuming that |M |2 does not depend on the relative motion of particles with respect
to the thermal plasma, one obtains after integrating over P0 and Ω,
γeq(Na · · · → ij · · · ) = 1
(2pi)3
∫
ds
√
sK1
(√
s
T
)
dPSndPSm × |M |2, (48)
with Kn being the modified Bessel function of the second kind and
∫
dΩ = 4pi.
We now consider the process to be mediated by an effective contact interaction in-
volving all N = n + m particles. In the case that all particles involved are scalars, |M |2
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is then simply proportional to 1/Λ2(N−4), where Λ is the cut-off scale of the corresponding
effective operator. Since |M |2 has no dependence on the phase space integral variables, γeq
can be easily computed in this case,
γeq =
1
22(2pi)2N−3
× Γ(N − 2)Γ(N − 3)
Γ(n)Γ(n− 1)Γ(N − n)Γ(N − n− 1) ×
T 2N−4
Λ2N−8
, (49)
where we have used the phase space integration
PSn =
∫
dPSn =
1
2(4pi)2n−3
sn−2
Γ(n)Γ(n− 1) , (50)
applicable in the limit where all particles are massless,
√
s mi (i = 1, · · · , N).
In the case where fermions are involved, the matrix element of the process will depend
in general on their energies. For each fermion, the squared amplitude receives an additional
factor of E/Λ compared to the scalar-only case simply based on naive dimensional anal-
ysis, where E has a dimension of energy and is determined by the details of interaction
kinematics. For interactions with a large number of particles involved, integration of |M |2
over the phase space becomes complex in the presence of fermions. To obtain a reasonable
approximation for integration, we apply two simple schemes where we replace each fermions
energy E i) by the centre-of-mass energy
√
s and ii) by the average energy
√
s/n (
√
s/m)
for an initial (final) state fermion, respectively. In both cases, integration over the phase
space proceeds as in the scalar case. Clearly, the above are only approximations. By com-
paring the results with exact calculations for a few select operators, we have found that
the geometric mean of the above schemes approximates well the scattering rate.
To be more concrete, assuming there exist nf fermions within the n-particle initial
state and mf fermions within the m-particle final state
5, the first method leads to |M1|2 =√
s
Nf/2
Λ
N−4+Nf/2 (Nf ≡ nf +mf ) while the second one results in |M2|2 = (
√
s/n)
nf/2(
√
s/m)
mf/2
Λ
N−4+Nf/2 . As
a result, one obtains
γeq1(2)(Na · · · → ij · · · ) =
2Nf−2
(2pi)2N−3
× c1(2)
× Γ(N +Nf/2− 3)Γ(N +Nf/2− 2)
Γ(n)Γ(n− 1)Γ(N − n)Γ(N − n− 1) ×
T 2N+Nf−4
Λ2N+Nf−8
, (51)
with
c1 = 1 and c2 =
1
nnf (N − n)Nf−nf , (52)
5The dimension of the effective operator, D, is correlated with the number of particles it contains –
N +Nf/2 = D.
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using the two schemes.
Furthermore, it is necessary to include a symmetry factor to account for identical
particles in the initial and final state due to the phase space integral, and also take into
account the number of different ways for creation and annihilation, given any identical
particles. In addition, given an operator, there exist physically distinctive lepton number
washout processes by interchanging particles in the initial and final states. One thus needs
to sum up all contributions from each of the permutations. The final result for the thermal
rate γeq is estimated as
γeq =
√
(Σγeq1 )× (Σγeq2 ), (53)
where the summations indicate the inclusion of permutations as well as the symmetry
factors. We have checked that the approximation used here is in agreement with the true
results up to 10% discrepancy for some of the dimension-7 operators.
Equipped with the approximate formulae for γeq, we now compute the L washout
rate from the operator O8, Lie¯cu¯cdcHjij chosen as an illustrative example. The operator
induces, for instance, the process Le¯c → ucd¯cH¯ (symbols denote particles) while its complex
conjugate yields the inverse process Le¯c ← ucd¯cH¯. On the other hand, by a permutation
of the field operators, a physically different process u¯cdcH → L¯ec (u¯cdcH ← L¯ec) is also
created by O8 (O†8). The operator O8 can induce 3 ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ 4 processes, but the
1↔ 4 processes are suppressed in the phase space integral compared to those of 3↔ 2, as
can be seen from Eq. (50). Again, to compute the total L washout from O8, one should
sum over all the distinguishable permutations, thirty of them in total: twenty come from
(n,m) = (2, 3) and (3, 2), and ten arise from (n,m) = (1, 4) and (4, 1) where n (m) denotes
the number of the initial (final) state particles. Note that (2, 3) and (3, 2) correspond to
physically different processes; e.g. Le¯c ↔ ucd¯cH¯ is not equivalent to u¯cdcH ↔ L¯ec.
Assuming that the SM Yukawa interactions and the sphalerons are in thermal equi-
librium, all relevant chemical potentials can be expressed in terms of the chemical potential
of the lepton doublet L` (` = e, µ, τ) [17],
6
µH =
4
21
∑
`
µL` , µu¯c =
5
63
∑
`
µL` , µe¯c` = µL` −
4
21
∑
`
µL` , µd¯c = −
19
63
∑
`
µL` . (54)
6For experimentally testable 0νββ decay rates, all operators we consider should have cut-off scales
around or below 105 GeV (except for the 5-dim Weinberg operator). All SM Yukawa couplings and the
EW sphalerons are in thermal equilibrium in this temperature range. As a result, it is a well-justified
assumption.
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The chemical potential is related to the normalized density η in the limit of a small asym-
metry |n− n¯|  neq as
n
neq
=
η
ηeq
≈ eµ/T ≈ 1 + µ
T
and
n¯
neq
=
η¯
ηeq
≈ 1− µ
T
⇒ η∆
ηeq
≡ η − η¯
ηeq
= 2
µ
T
, (55)
where ηeq ≡ neq/neqγ = 1/2 (3/2 due to the color factor) for ec` (uc, dc) while ηeq = 1 for
the doublets L` and H. In light of the chemical potential dependence, one only needs to
compute the time evolution of the lepton doublet density since the densities of the other
particles can be inferred from ηL based on Eqs. (54) and (55). The Boltzmann equation of
Le then reads
7
zHnγ
d ηLe
d z
= − [Lee¯c ↔ ucd¯cH¯]+ (other permutations)
= −
(
nLene¯c
neqLen
eq
e¯c
− nucnd¯cnH¯
nequcn
eq
d¯c
neq
H¯
)
γeq(Lee¯c → ucd¯cH¯) + · · ·
= −22µLe
7T
γeq(Lee¯c → ucd¯cH¯) + · · ·
= −11
7
η∆Leγ
eq(Lee¯c → ucd¯cH¯) + · · · , (56)
where we assumed first generation fermions and a universal chemical potential among three
lepton flavours. All possible permutations of 2 ↔ 3 and 1 ↔ 4 should be included. The
last two equalities come from Eqs. (54) and (55). One can obtain the Boltzmann equations
in a similar way for the antiparticle, L¯e. Finally, the thermal rate γ
eq can be computed
based on Eq. (53) and the total washout effect from the operator O8 is
zHnγ
dη∆Le
dz
= −11
√
195T 10
7pi7Λ6
η∆Le . (57)
Generalizing, the washout effect from a dimension-D operator can be expressed as
zHnγ
dη∆Le
dz
= −cDT
2D−4
Λ2D−8D
η∆Le , (58)
where the equilibrium photon density is nγ ≈ 2T 3/pi2 and the Hubble parameter is H ≈
1.66
√
g∗ T 2/ΛPl with the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom g∗ ≈ 107 in the
SM and the Planck scale ΛPl = 1.2× 1019 GeV. The washout processes with an interaction
rate ΓW can be regarded to be in equilibrium if
ΓW
H
≡ cD
nγH
T 2D−4
Λ2D−8D
= c′D
ΛPl
ΛD
(
T
ΛD
)2D−9
& 1, (59)
7If the operator being considered contains identical doublets (LL or HH), one should express the doublet
in terms of its components in order to obtain correctly the symmetry factor. In this case, ηeq = 1/2 (3/2)
for the (colored) SU(2)L doublet components.
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with c′D = pi
2cD/(3.3
√
g∗) ≈ 0.3 cD. This approximately implies that the washout is effec-
tive within the temperature interval
ΛD
(
ΛD
c′DΛPl
) 1
2D−9
≡ λD . T . ΛD. (60)
The upper limit T . ΛD is imposed to ensure the validity of the effective operator approach,
but washout may continue above ΛD in an underlying UV theory as discussed in Section 7.
Furthermore, the lower bound on the scale of baryogenesis can be more precisely determined
by solving the Boltzmann Eq. (58) from the baryogenesis scale down to the EW scale to
see if the observed baryon asymmetry can be reproduced. This leads to the more accurate
lower limit
λˆD ≈
[
(2D − 9) ln
(
10−2
ηobsB
)
λ2D−9D + v
2D−9
] 1
2D−9
, (61)
that is larger than λD obtained simply based on ΓW & H. We here conservatively assume
a primordial asymmetry of order one, perhaps generated in a non-thermal fashion.
One obvious question concerns the range of efficient washout of the dim-5 Weinberg
operator. It has been shown [22] that if neutrinos have Majorana masses, there exists an
upper bound on the scale of baryogenesis T . 1012 GeV(1 eV/mν)2. That is because the
underlying LNV mechanism which induces the Majorana masses will erase both the lepton
and baryon asymmetry with the help of the sphalerons. The same approach was adopted
in our previous work [26], where we instead use the current 0νββ constraints leading to
T . 2 × 1012 GeV. As we shall see later, the analysis of the washout effect based on the
effective approach will not be valid above the cut-off scales at which new particles can be
produced on-shell. In the following, we in any case focus on LNV operators other than the
Weinberg operator, and correlate their washout effect with the induced 0νββ rate.
6 Results
In our previous paper [25], we discussed the contribution of the four exemplary operators
O1,O8,O12a,O24a contributing at tree level to 0νββ decay as depicted in Fig. 1. In the
following we study the contributions that can be obtained by each of the ∆L = 2 operators
listed in Section 3 leading to 0νββ decay via short- or long-range contributions triggered
either via tree-level or higher-order contributions.
Our main results are presented in Figs. 7, 10 and 11. We show the temperature range
of highly effective washout for each given operator. We indicate 7-dimensional operators in
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purple, 9-dimensional ones in green and 11-dimensional ones in magenta. The upper limit
of each bar indicates the scale Λ of the given operator assuming an observation of 0νββ at
the future sensitivity TXe1/2 = 10
27y. Depending on the figure, we either take into account
all contributions as outlined before or we take only the long- or short-range contributions
leading to an effective scale Λlong or Λshort, respectively. As we only consider effective
operators at this point do not know the washout above the operator scale and the upper
limit is imposed to ensure the validity of the effective operator approach, see Eq. (60).
The dark bar segments then depict the interval [λˆ,Λ] of strong washout, whereas
the lower limit of the light segment is given by λ. Here, λ gives the temperature where
ΓW/H = 1, see Eq. (60), and λˆ denotes the temperature at which an asymmetry of order
one can be injected to yield the observed baryon asymmetry, cf. Eq. (61).
6.1 Long-Range Contribution
We commence our discussion with operators that clearly trigger dominantly a long-range
contribution. We discuss different aspects that have to be considered in order to correctly
estimate the scale of the operators constraint from 0νββ and describe their impact on the
identified washout interval.
Impact of Sensitivity on 0νββ Couplings While the operators O3a,3b,4a lead to the
same scaling as O8 (discussed in Ref. [25]),
GF 
3a,3b,4a,8
7√
2
=
v
Λ3
, (62)
their specific hadronic and leptonic current structure that was derived in Section 4.1 leads
to different effective couplings
3a7 = 
TR
TR
, 3b7 = 
S+P
S+P , 
4a
7 = 
S+P
S−P , 
8
7 = 2
V+A
V+A, (63)
cf. Eq. 31 and Eq. 32. Given the different sensitivities listed in Tab. 1 due to the impact
of the 0νββ nuclear matrix elements, the corresponding operator scales differ significantly:
Λ3a = 6.6×105 GeV vs. Λ3b,4a = 3.3×105 GeV vs. Λ8 = 7.5×104 GeV, see Fig. 7. The more
stringent limit on TRTR for O3a and on S+PS±P for O3b,4a leads to a higher operator scale and
thus to a suppressed washout rate in comparison to O8. Specifically, under the assumption
of observing LNV at the future sensitivity of TXe1/2 = 10
27y, O8 would exclude baryogenesis
models above λˆ8 ≈ 900 GeV, while O3b,4a can only exclude models above λˆ3b,4a ≈ 4 TeV
and O3a above λˆ3a ≈ 10 TeV. This difference is significant, e.g. when considering searches
for corresponding models at the LHC.
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Figure 7: Temperature range of the effective washout for each given operator assuming
observation of 0νββ at TXe1/2 = 10
27 y. We indicate 7-dimensional operators in purple, 9-
dimensional ones in green and 11-dimensional ones in magenta. The darker bar segment
depicts the strong washout range between Λ and λˆ. The lower limit of the lighter segment
is given by λ, see Eqs. (60) and (61). Both long-and short-range contributions to 0νββ
decay induced by the given operator are taken into account. The orange diamond shows
the corresponding scale of the Weinberg operator whereas the orange arrows pointing up or
down indicate a scale larger or smaller than the range of the plot. All SM Yukawa couplings
are chosen at their 1st generation values. The two grey bars indicate the temperature range
below the EW scale where sphaleron transitions become inefficient and the rough mass reach
of LHC searches for resonances, respectively.
Impact of Field Content Naively one would expect that 9-dimensional operators gen-
erate dominantly a short-range contribution at tree level. This is, however, not necessarily
the case. For example, the operators O5,6,7 featuring three Higgs doublets contribute dom-
inantly at long-range with
GF 
5,6
7√
2
=
v
16pi2Λ3
+
v3
Λ5
, and
GF 
7
7√
2
=
v3
Λ5
, (64)
respectively. The different scaling arises from the different SU(2) structure; for O5 =
LiLjQkdcH lHmH ijlkm and O6 = LiLjQku¯cH lHkH ijl, the Higgs doublets can be ad-
ditionally closed to a loop. The limit on their effective coupling is already so stringent
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Figure 8: The 7-dimensional operators O3a, O3b, O4a and O8 generate a long-range con-
tribution with one Higgs VEV (left). The 9-dimensional operators O5,6 allow for both,
i.e. closing a Higgs loop (centre) and the insertion of Higgs VEVs (right), while the 9-
dimensional operator O7 allows only for Higgs mass insertions (right).
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Figure 9: While O11a contributes only at one loop at short range (left), O11b contributes
directly (centre). Both contribute with the same loop-suppression at long range (right).
such that Λ > 4piv and the contribution v/(16pi2Λ3) dominates. This is in contrast to
O7 = LiQj e¯cQkHkH lHmiljm, whose structure does not allow for loop closing and thus
scales with 1/Λ5, cf. Fig. 8. Generically, this leads to a suppressed washout for O5,6,7 in
comparison to other 9-dimensional operators and thus to a higher limit on the scale above
which baryogenesis can be excluded, cf. Fig. 7.
6.2 Competition between Long- and Short-Range Contribution
For the above operators it was straightforward to decipher which contribution (long- vs.
short-range) they generate dominantly. For other higher-dimensional operators this is not
necessarily the case due to a non-trivial interplay of different aspects outlined below.
Impact of SU(2) Structure on Dominant Contribution In order to demonstrate
the non-trivial interplay, we compare the behaviour of O11a and O11b that differ only in
their SU(2) structure. While O11b contributes at tree level to the short-range contribution,
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O11a contributes only one-loop suppressed, cf. Fig. 9,
G2F 
11a
9
2mp
=
g2
16pi2Λ5
,
G2F 
11b
9
2mp
=
1
Λ5
, (65)
with 11a,b9 = 1. The corresponding experimental limits are given in Tab. 1. Besides
their different short-range contributions, they contribute both identically to the long-range
contribution
GF 
11a,b
7√
2
=
ydv
16pi2Λ3
, (66)
however, with different effective couplings 11a7 = 
TR
TR
and 11b7 = 
S+P
S+P . As depicted in Fig. 9,
O11a and O11b can be reduced to O3a and O3b, respectively.
We study the competition of long- and short-range contributions by comparing with
Fig. 10 showing the corresponding washout range when constraining the operators’ con-
tribution to long- (upper left) or short-range (lower left) separately. As expected, O11b
reproduces for the short-range contribution the limits of O12a [26]. The short-range contri-
bution of O11a however is loop suppressed, leading to a lower operator scale Λ11a9 and thus
a stronger washout than for O11b. While both operators contribute similarly at long-range
(cp. (66)), their specific SU(2) structure leads to different effective couplings 11a7 , 
11b
7 . This
results in an operator scale of Λ11a7 = 3.3 TeV > Λ
11a
9 and Λ
11b
7 = 1.6 TeV < Λ
11b
9 . This
is summarized in Tab. 9 revealing an interesting effect. The naively expected behaviour is
reproduced by O11b: The short-range contribution dominates for the 9-dimensional opera-
tor8, while the long-range contribution would only dominate for scales Λ & 9900 GeV. This
is different for O11a: While it features a similar long-range contribution, the short-range
contribution is loop suppressed such that the long-range contribution dominates already
above scales Λ > 163 GeV. In other words, the loop suppression of the short-range contri-
bution leads to the dominance of the long-range contribution. This example demonstrates
clearly that the SU(2) contraction for the same operator can lead to significant changes in
the identification of the dominant contribution.
8As described in Section 4.3, we can always identify the higher scale with the more dominant con-
tribution. This can be understood as follows: we independently identify the scales Λlong and Λshort by
constraining the long- and short-range contribution separately assuming observation at TXe1/2 = 10
27 y.
Picking the lower scale of (Λlong, Λshort) would imply exceeding the experimental limit for the contribution
with the higher scale, such that taking the higher scale ensures choosing the dominant contribution that
is not yet excluded by experiment. By comparing the upper row with the lower row of Fig. 10, we can
identify the dominant contribution. The corresponding scale is then taken to compile the final comparison
of washout regimes for different operators in Figs. 7 and 11.
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Figure 10: As Fig. 7, but constraining separately the operators’ long-range (top row) and
short range contribution (bottom row), both for first generation Yukawa couplings only
(left column) as well as for considering internal third generation Yukawa couplings (right
column).
O11a O11b
1st gen 3rd gen 1st gen 3rd gen
long-range
T−11/2 GeV
−6 1.3× 10−6Λ−6 Λ−6 1.8× 10−8Λ−6 0.01Λ−6
Λ 3299 31504 1623 15501
short-range
T−11/2 GeV
−10 911Λ−10 1.8× 108Λ−10
Λ 991 3345
dominant
⋂
non-excluded long long short long
Table 9: For both operators O11b,b we show T1/2 [y] as a function of Λ [GeV] considering
1st generation Yukawa couplings or internal 3rd generation Yukawa couplings. The corre-
sponding operator scale is given assuming observation at T1/2 = 10
27y. We can identify the
higher scale with the dominant contribution that is not yet excluded by experiment, demon-
strating that the short-range contribution is dominant only for O11b with first generation
Yukawa couplings.
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Figure 11: As Fig. 7, but Yukawa couplings at vertices not attached to outer legs in are
chosen at their third generation values, while external ones are kept at their first generation
values.
Impact of Flavour Structure on Dominant Contribution As 0νββ decay involves
only first generation quarks and leptons, we have assumed so far only first generation
Yukawa couplings in our calculations. However, comparing with Figs. 8 and 9, Yukawa
couplings in loops are not necessarily fixed by external particles such that the final con-
tribution can be summed over loops including all flavours, e.g. in a democratic flavour
structure. For simplicity and a first comparison, we repeat our analysis with third genera-
tion Yukawa couplings for vertices not attached to outer legs, while keeping first generation
Yukawa couplings at external vertices. We can thus assess the potential range in the con-
tribution. The corresponding results are given in Fig. 11 considering all contributions, and
in Fig. 10 (right columns), assuming short- and long-range contributions separately.
We take O11a and O11b again as examples. While the short-range contribution re-
mains unchanged, the long-range contribution of O11b is enhanced by the internal third
generation coupling such that the long-range contribution dominates now already from
scales Λ > 335 GeV, cf. Fig. 10. This results in a now dominant long-range contribution
for O11b in contrast to a dominant short-range contribution when considering only first
generation Yukawa couplings. Due to the loop suppression of the short-range contribution,
O11a features already a comparably low scale above which the long-range contribution dom-
37
inates that is further lowered when taking third generation Yukawa couplings into account
(dominant long-range contribution for Λ > 6 GeV).
While already a change from an internal first to third generation down quark Yukawa
coupling leads to a swap in the dominant contribution, an even stronger effect is expected
for an internal up quark Yukawa coupling. This can be observed e.g. for O20 and its
corresponding contributions,
G2F 
20
9
2mp
=
1
Λ5
,
GF 
20
7√
2
=
yuv
16pi2Λ3
, (67)
with 209 = 25 and 
20
7 = 2
V+A
V+A.
The above examples clearly demonstrate that the long-range contribution can domi-
nate for 9-dim operators although one might naively expect that the short-range contribu-
tion will be the most dominant one for these higher dimensional operators. The non-trivial
interplay of scales is visualized for all operators in Fig. 10, and the final results given in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 11.
Consequences for Washout and the Observation of LNV at Colliders Under
the strong assumption that the new physics responsible for the LNV effective operators
couples to the first generation fermions only, the observation of the above operators O11a,
O11b and O20 implies a strong washout rate down to the electroweak scale and would thus
falsify high-scale baryogenesis models. If internal third generation Yukawa couplings enter
the calculation of 0νββ contributions, this picture changes slightly. The corresponding
operator scale shifts to higher values and, while still erasing a lepton asymmetry at higher
scales, there can emerge a window between the EW scale and λˆ where a lepton asymmetry
is not washed out efficiently.
The accessibility of new particles at the LHC depends on the assumption of the cor-
responding internal Yukawa but as well on the specific dominant contribution, as discussed
before and visible in Fig. 7 and Fig. 11. While for first generation Yukawa couplings O11a
and O11b might accessible at the LHC, for third generation Yukawa couplings the scale will
be probably too high to be detected as resonant particle.
6.3 Comparison with Additional s-Channel Contributions
Let us now look at a specific set of 11-dimensional operators in order to describe what we
call ‘s-channel’ contributions. We compare operators O33,O34,O36,O37 and O38, which,
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Figure 12: Long-range (left) and short-range (right) contribution of O33 to 0νββ decay.
despite having similar structure, differ slightly by their field content and that can lead to
different 0νββ decay contributions.
First, focusing on operators O33,O34 and O36 we see they contain 6, 4 and 2 leptons,
respectively. This implies that operator O33 does not trigger 0νββ decay, unless we trade
at least two of its leptons for quarks. However, such an exchange requires the propagation
of a heavy boson, Fig. 12 (left), and thus suppresses the overall contribution by the square
of its mass and we get
OLR33 ∝
yexd g
2v
(16pi2)3Λ
1
m2H
. (68)
As apparent from the Feynman diagram shown above, the original 11-dimensional operator
is first reduced to the Weinberg operator and then a Yukawa interaction is attached to it.
This contribution to 0νββ decay will therefore be sub-leading with respect to the standard
mass mechanism. Consequently, we do not include this type of operators (e.g. O2,O9,O22
or O39) in our analysis.
While two quarks are enough for the long-range contribution, one needs four of them
for the short-range one. Therefore, two s-channel-like transitions must occur in this case
leading to an even stronger suppression, see Fig. 12 (right).
As operator O34 contains 4 leptons and 2 quarks, it leads to a long-range 0νββ
decay mechanism at two-loop order without propagation of a heavy boson. On the other
hand, for the short-range contribution we need two more quarks and therefore an s-channel
transition. Interestingly, in both cases one can reduce the operator to different long-range
mechanisms corresponding to distinct chiralities of the external particles, but the obtained
contribution factors have the same form and differ just in the type of the external Yukawa
coupling. Similarly, one can find more short-range contributions for each of these operators,
but the long-range contributions always dominate. In contrast, the operator O36 has the
39
Figure 13: Dominant long-range contribution of O37 to 0νββ decay.
right field content, and thus, contributes to a short-range 0νββ decay mechanism at tree
level, OSR36 ∝ v2/Λ7, while at least two loops are needed in the long-range case,
OLR36 ∝
yex2e ydv
(16pi2)2Λ3
(
1
16pi2
+
v2
Λ2
)
. (69)
Moreover, the long-range contribution is further suppressed by external Yukawa couplings;
therefore, the leading contribution comes from the short-range mechanism. Since no s-
channel transition occurs, the contributions triggered by this operator are in general larger
than contributions of the operators O33,34. The operator O38 gives a very similar contribu-
tion as operator O36. The only difference is that the internal Yukawa coupling appearing
in these three contributions is yu instead of yd.
An interesting behaviour can be observed for the operator O37. Analogous to opera-
tors O36 and O38, it gives long-range contributions proportional to the second power of the
external Yukawa couplings, and thus, one would expect them to be similarly suppressed.
However, for O37 these contributions are not the dominant ones; there is another long-range
contribution containing a vector boson in the loop instead of the Higgs (see Fig. 13), which
makes it proportional to g2 times a single external Yukawa coupling,
OLR37 ∝
yexe g
2v
(16pi2)2Λ3
(
1
16pi2
+
v2
Λ2
)
. (70)
6.4 Comparison with Standard Mass Mechanism
As discussed in Section 2, we assumed in our analysis so far that 0νββ decay does not
directly originate from the Majorana neutrino mass mechanism but from another LNV
new physics contribution. Under this assumption, the 0νββ decay half life gives no direct
information about the neutrino mass although any LNV contribution will additionally
contribute to the Majorana mass. The corresponding washout interval was derived under
this assumption, neglecting the mass contribution for fixing the operator scale.
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Figure 14: Dominant mass contribution of O3a (left) and O3b (right) to 0νββ decay.
However, it is still interesting to consider the possibility that also the mass mechanism
is triggered only by loop contributions of the higher-dimensional operators in question. We
have thus derived as well the corresponding operator scale assuming the observation of
0νββ decay is generated by an underlying loop induced Weinberg-operator. We indicate
the corresponding scale with an orange diamond in Fig. 7 and Fig. 11. The orange arrows
pointing up or down merely indicate a Weinberg operator scale outside the range of the
plot. A few comments are in order:
First Generation Yukawa Couplings Assuming only first generation Yukawa cou-
plings, exotic long- or short-range contributions occur to be mainly dominant, cf. Fig. 7.
Only for around a fifth of the operators listed, the mass mechanism is dominant.
Naively one would expect that the mass mechanism dominates for the 7-dim operators
and 9-dim operators with three Higgs doublets (i.e. operators up to O8) due to reduced loop
suppression than for higher operators. This is, however, not necessarily the case. When
an operator includes the SU(2) contraction LiLjij, one lepton leg has to be flipped, as
discussed in Section 4.2 and additional loop factors suppress the scale. The complementary
structure LiLjikjl (or similar), however, is less suppressed. To confront both cases, we
refer to O3a and O3b as examples, cf. Fig. 14 and the corresponding entries in Tab. 3.
Whereas the long-range contribution dominates over the mass mechanism for O3a, it is the
opposite for O3b.
In contrast, higher-dimensional operators (9-dimensional and above), however, are
generally expected to be less constrained by the neutrino mass due to a higher order loop
suppression and small Yukawa couplings. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the mass mechanism
would mostly point to a far too small scale, demonstrating the need of an additional mech-
anism to generate light neutrino masses. This would in turn imply that a corresponding
signal from 0νββ would hint towards a dominant long- or short-range contribution. How-
ever, those operators that are proportional to gauge couplings only, as e.g. the previously
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Figure 15: Dominant mass contributions to 0νββ decay generated from O7 ∝ v2/Λ (left),
∝ v4/Λ3 (centre) and the corresponding diagram for O8 (right).
discussed O44c in Fig. 4, can still contribute dominantly to the mass mechanism. This is
similarly true for O27a, O27b, O29a, O29b, O40a based on the same reasoning.
Third Generation Yukawa Couplings For third generation couplings however, the
interplay between the mass-mechanism and the long-/short-range contributions is less ob-
vious and more complicated. This results from the interplay between loop suppression on
the one hand but large Yukawa couplings on the other hand. As internal and external
Yukawa couplings have to be distinguished in each contribution, the situation becomes
even less trivial. Comparing with Fig. 11, we see that for a third of the studied operators
the mass mechanism is not the dominant contribution.
Generally one would now naively expect that the mass mechanism dominates fully
for the 7-dim operators and 9-dim operators with three Higgs doublets (i.e. operators
up to O8). This is true for all but O7 and O8, for which still the exotic long-/short-
range contribution dominates. The reason in case of the 7-dimensional O8 is that it is
the only 7-dim operator where a lepton leg can be flipped by a Higgs boson only with an
corresponding external (small) Yukawa coupling, due to the right-handed current structure.
For similar operators the left-handed current allows for a flip via gauge bosons featuring a
higher operator scale. As example we compare O8 with O3a,3b,4a, see Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
Comparing the 9-dimensional operators with three Higgs doublets with each other, one
observes a similar reasoning. In order to obtain the mass contribution with O7, a more
complicated loop structure including one external small Yukawa coupling is needed in
contrast to O5,6 (cp. Fig. 15 as well the corresponding Tabs. 3 and 4).
For higher dimensional operators the interplay is not easy to decipher any more, as
the operator scale now highly depends on how much external Yukawa couplings are involved
in the mass mechanism and to what kind of exotic long-/short-range contribution it is to be
compared. For operators O10, O11a and O11b, which all feature a similarly strong long-range
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Figure 16: Dominant mass contribution of O11a (left) and O11b (right) to 0νββ decay.
contribution, the mass mechanism dominates only for O11b. This is due to the fact that its
mass contribution is the only one that is not further suppressed by either a small externally
fixed Yukawa coupling (O10) or an additional loop suppression (O11a), cf. Fig. 16.
The operators O16, O17 and O18 demonstrate the opposite picture. While all feature
the same mass contribution, their dominant long-range contributions differ, cf. Fig. 17.
While O17,18 feature an additional loop suppression and an external Yukawa coupling, only
O16 contributes directly. Thus, the non-standard contribution is still dominant for O16.
The 9-dim operators O19, O20, O76 and the 11-dim operators O26a,b, O30a,b and O34−38
feature a dominant non-standard contribution. This is mainly triggered by fixed external
first generation Yukawa couplings in the Weinberg contribution, suppressing the scale.
While in Tabs. 3, 4 and 5 the dominant contribution is shown under the assumption
of first generation Yukawa couplings only, we want to stress again that we have taken into
account all possibilities to generate the mass, long- and short-range contributions in our
full analysis shown in Figs. 7-11. Its importance can be demonstrated by taking O29a as
an example, discussed in Section 4.2 in more detail. While Eq. (41) dominates only for
first generation Yukawa couplings, Eq. 42 is the dominant one when taking into account
third generation internal Yukawa couplings, cf. Fig 6. This is especially interesting for the
interplay with similar operators as e.g. O29b that can generate only Eq. (41) due to its
structure.
7 Discussion and Conclusions
The observation of 0νββ decay, or LNV in general, would have profound consequences for
our understanding of nature. Specifically, it will likely lead us to an understanding of the
light neutrino masses and open a portal to new physics beyond the SM. The presence of
LNV, or more generally B − L violating interactions, would also impact potential mecha-
nisms generating the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe. In this work, we perform
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Figure 17: Dominant mass contribution of O16 (left) (also similar for O17 and O18) and the
dominant long-range contributions of O16 (centre) and O17 (right) to 0νββ decay.
a detailed study on how effective SM invariant ∆L = 2 operators containing SM fermions
and Higgs, contribute to 0νββ decay both at tree and loop level. In other words, we derive
the effective scale Λ associated with the operator from a hypothetical observation of 0νββ
decay by considering the contributions an operator generates. The ∆L = 2 operators of
dimension-7, 9 and 11 are collected in Tabs. 3 - 5, adapted from Ref. [47] and supplemented
by the Hilbert Series method [50]. We mainly focus on operators of dimension-7 and 9 but
we also study a representative range of dimension-11 operators, focusing on those that
exhibit qualitatively different features from dim-9. Given an operator, the tree-level contri-
bution to 0νββ decay exists as long as the operator contains the required particle content
to realize the short-range or long-range interactions. To be more precise, an operator that
consists of two up- and two down-quarks as well as two electrons, will have a short-range
contribution. It is, however, highly non-trivial to manually exhaust all possibilities of loop
diagrams, stemming from the given operator, that trigger 0νββ decay. For example, the
operator O16 includes the term νLeLdcece¯cu¯c after SU(2)L decomposition and thus has no
short-range contribution at tree level. By connecting ec and e¯c with an electron-mass in-
sertion, the resulting lower-dimensional operator νLeLd
cu¯c triggers 0νββ via a long-range
contribution.
To explore the large number of possibilities, and to discuss other observables in the
future, we have developed a tool which generates the radiative terms by closing loops,
if necessary with mass insertions and Higgs/gauge boson emission. There is a rich phe-
nomenology involved in comparing the effect of different operators. Our results are sum-
marized in Tabs. 3 -5, where the dominant long-range and short-range 0νββ contribution
is given for each operator, as well as with the associated neutrino mass scale generated
radiatively in the same fashion. The operator scale Λ is then shown in Figs. 7 and 11,
corresponding to a hypothetical observation of 0νββ decay at TXe1/2 = 10
27 y and assuming
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Figure 18: Example diagrams in a left-right symmetric model framework that give rise to
the effective operator O8 = Lie¯cu¯cdcHjij.
the Yukawa couplings involved are of first and third generation, respectively.
With the scale of a given ∆L = 2 operator determined from 0νββ decay, we compute
the corresponding washout rate on the lepton asymmetry in the early universe. We solve
the Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the lepton asymmetry in the presence of an
effective ∆L = 2 operator and the usual SM interactions, including sphaleron transitions.
All possible permutations of the particles, contained in the ∆L = 2 operator, corresponding
to physically distinctive washout processes, are taken into account. As a consequence, we
find a temperature range within which the washout is efficient and also infer a lower bound
on the temperature above which any pre-existing lepton or baryon asymmetry will be erased
by the operator.
The operator scale Λ and the associated temperature range of strong washout, given
an observation of 0νββ at T1/2 = 10
27 y, can be as high as [λ,Λ] ≈ [2×103, 3×105] GeV for
dim-7 operators. These dim-7 operators, however, often have strong constraints from the
requirement to keep the neutrinos light. On the other hand, dim-9 and dim-11 operators
typically washout the lepton number in the range from 100 GeV to 1 TeV if the under-
lying operator couples to first generation fermions only, in which case the constraint from
reproducing light neutrino masses can be evaded in many cases. Surprisingly, many of the
dim-9 and dim-11 operators in fact induce sizeable long-range contributions.
To better understand the washout from effective operators, we would like to comment
on the difference in terms of lepton number washout rates between the effective operator
approach and an underlying UV theory. For illustration, we choose the operator O8 =
Lie¯cu¯cdcHjij and consider a left-right symmetric model (LRSM) [56–59], which gives rise
to this operator after integrating out the right-handed gauge boson WR and the right-
handed neutrino N . Moreover, instead of taking into account all permutations of the
initial and final state particles, we confine ourselves only to two of them to underscore the
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Figure 19: Lepton number washout rate as function of temperature from the UV processes
u¯cdc ↔ L¯ecH¯ (blue), LH ↔ ecucd¯c (red), and the sum of the two processes (purple)
computed in the effective operator approach with the operator scale set to Λ = 7×104 GeV.
We show results for two different sets of values for the right-handed gauge coupling gR and
the neutrino Yukawa coupling yν . The corresponding heavy particle masses are also shown.
impact of the resonant enhancement from on-shell WR or N . The two washout processes
of interest are u¯cdc ↔ L¯ecH¯ and LH ↔ ecucd¯c, respectively. The corresponding Feynman
diagrams in the LRSM are shown in Fig. 18. The computation of the scattering amplitudes
is straightforward and the thermal rate can be obtained based on Eq. (48). We also
calculate the washout rate for these two processes combined according to the effective
operator approach. The decay width of WR and N are estimated to be ΓWR = mWRg
2
R/(8pi)
and ΓN = mN(y
2
ν +
g4R
24pi2
m4N/m
4
WR
)/(8pi), respectively, where gR is the right-handed gauge
coupling and yν is the neutrino Yukawa coupling. In the limit of the momentum transferred
being much smaller than mWR and mN , the underlying UV theory and the effective operator
should produce the same result which can be ensured by requiring g2Ryν/(m
2
WR
mN) = 1/Λ
3.
In Fig. 19, we show the normalized interaction rates with respect to the Hubble ex-
pansion rate ΓW/H as a function of the temperature. The straight purple line indicates the
washout rate of the effective operator matched to the sum of the above two UV processes,
while the blue and red lines correspond to the rate of the UV process u¯cdc ↔ L¯ecH¯ and
LH ↔ ecucd¯c in Fig. 18, respectively. As mentioned above, the couplings and masses in
the LRSM are correlated with the effective scale Λ, for which we use Λ = 7 × 104 GeV
taken from Fig. 7. For definiteness, we accordingly set mWR = 1.5mN with two different
sets of couplings: (gR, yν) = (1, 1) (left panel) and (gR, yν) = (1, 10
−3) (right panel). It is
clear that with larger couplings, the masses mWR and mN are also larger given the fixed
operator scale Λ and so the resonance enhancement occurs at higher temperatures. For
small temperatures, the UV theory and the effective operator yield consistent results as
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expected. For temperatures much larger than the masses mWR and mN , the effective op-
erator approach becomes un-physical while the rate of the UV processes is proportional to
T . Consequently, the washout process becomes inefficient for much higher temperatures
since the Hubble expansion rate is proportional to T 2; the smaller gR and yν , the lower the
temperatures above which the L washout is out of equilibrium.
All in all, the lepton number washout remains, in principle, effective above the cut-
off scale Λ, and it can be even stronger than what is predicted by the effective operator
approach due to the resonance enhancement from new particles in an underlying UV theory.
The details of this are of course model-dependent. Our conclusion drawn based on the
effective operator approach that a pre-existing asymmetry above the scale λˆD will be erased,
however, is expected to hold since at low energies both the UV theory and the effective
operator approach should yield the same result, unless the coupling constants in the UV
theory are so small that the new particles in the UV theory have masses near or below
the EW scale. It is also worthwhile to point out that if the LNV arises from spontaneous
breaking (as for instance the triplet Higgs VEVs 〈∆L,R〉 breaking B − L in the LRSM),
the corresponding symmetry is restored for temperatures above the breaking scale. The
L washout processes are then expected to cease to work above the scale of symmetry
restoration.
We conclude the paper by commenting on a few limitations of our approach. First,
0νββ decay involves electrons but not µ and τ leptons. To wipe out asymmetries stored in
the µ and τ flavours, one would also need to establish that those lepton flavour asymmetries
are equilibrated as well, e.g. by observing lepton flavour violation effective around the
same temperatures [26]. Another possibility are processes with LNV directly involving
muons or taus such as meson decays and direct searches at the LHC [25]. Rare lepton
flavour violating (LFV) processes are induced to lowest order by 6-dim operators of the
form O``γ = C``γL¯`σµν ¯`cHFµν and O``qq = C``qq(¯`Π1`)(q¯Π2q) (possible Lorentz structures
are represented by Πi), with ` = e, µ, τ . Each of these operators is associated with a
corresponding operator scale that is probed by low energy LFV observables such as the
decay branching ratios Brµ→eγ < 5.7 × 10−13 [60], Brτ→`γ . 4.0 × 10−8 (` = e, µ) [3]
and the µ − e conversion rate RAuµ→e < 7.0 × 10−13 [3] (current limits at 90% C.L.). The
associated operator scales probed by these searches are of the order Λµeγ ≈ 3 × 106 GeV,
Λτ`γ ≈ 3 × 104 GeV and Λµeqq ≈ 2 × 105 GeV, respectively [26]. While these operators
do not lead to a washout of net lepton number, they will equilibrate the individual flavour
number asymmetries within a certain temperature interval [λi,Λi] [26], in analogy to the
treatment of lepton number washout in this work. In case this interval overlaps with the
∆L = 2 washout interval of total electron number (if 0νββ is observed), the net number of
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the either muons or taus will be efficiently washed out as well. In [26] we have calculated
these temperature intervals and we have found that the overlap between LNV washout
(of 7,9,11-dim operators) and the LFV operators Λτ`γ and Λµeqq is indeed large, assuming
observation of 0νββ and LFV at near-future experimental sensitivities. On the other hand,
the operator scale Λµeγ already has such a stringent lower limit that the associated flavour
equilibration interval does not overlap with the LNV washout interval of most 9-dim and
11-dim operators.
Second, to compute the washout effects in a model-independent way, we simply as-
sume that the baryon asymmetry generation mechanism is not related to the washout
process in question. It may be the case that the underlying L violating theory responsible
for the washout also creates a lepton number asymmetry in the first place. In other words,
our conclusion only applies to those asymmetries generated before the L washout becomes
efficient. Finally, as pointed out in [61, 62], if there exists a decoupled sector which shares
the baryon asymmetry with the visible sector, the L washout can not completely erase the
L asymmetry in the visible sector. That is because when the decoupled sector communi-
cated to the visible sector at very early times, it shared not only the baryon asymmetry
but also a hypercharge U(1)Y asymmetry. As the L washout processes preserve the U(1)Y
charge, the L asymmetry, which is proportional to U(1)Y asymmetry in this case, can
not be completely destroyed. After the sphalerons cease to work, the asymmetry stored
in the decoupled sector can be converted back to the visible sector and thus evade the
washout process. The conversion can be realized, for example, if the particle that carries
the asymmetry in the decoupled sector is long-lived and decays to SM particles below the
electroweak scale. Alternatively, the asymmetry transfer mechanism between the two sec-
tors may only become efficient after the electroweak phase transition due to the scaling of
the expansion rate as T 2/ΛPl.
In any case, the observation of 0νββ will provide a means to test mechanisms of
baryogenesis in addition to mechanisms of neutrino mass generation. While the high-
scale seesaw mechanism operating at a scale of ≈ 1014 GeV remains a popular scenario,
Majorana neutrino mass mechanisms with an associated breaking of the lepton number
close to the EW scale are of strong theoretical interest. Such models generically predict
new contributions to 0νββ decay. To apply the reasoning put forward in our paper, it is
necessary to differentiate between different mechanisms responsible for 0νββ decay, at least
in order to distinguish exotic contributions from the standard neutrino mass mechanism.
In the context of 0νββ alone, this can be for example achieved by searching for 0νββ
decay in multiple isotopes [63–65] or by utilizing experiments that are sensitive to the
individual electron energies [66–70], for instance in the SuperNEMO experiment [71, 72].
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The presence of non-standard contributions to 0νββ decay could also manifest itself as
potential inconsistencies between the results from 0νββ decay and from the determination
of the sum of neutrino masses using cosmological considerations [73]. More generally, LNV
can also be probed in other observables; for example, searches at high energy colliders for
LNV in resonant processes would have the advantage of pinpointing the LNV scale more
directly as demonstrated in [25,26].
Our results show that the scale Λ of many of the ∆L = 2 operators and the cor-
responding temperature range of strong washout are O(TeV) assuming an observation of
0νββ in future or planned experiments with a sensitivity of T1/2 ≈ 1027 y. In this case,
there is underlying new physics at work, potentially within the reach of the LHC and fu-
ture colliders. Together with the B + L violating sphalerons, the presence of LNV can
erase a pre-existing baryon and lepton asymmetry generated at high temperatures. As a
result, the observation of 0νββ decay will strongly constrain high-scale (& TeV) scenarios
of baryogenesis and leptogenesis.
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